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"Have you picked out your general?''
"Yes, he is General Prescott, in command of the .British
forces in Rhode Is'and."
A DARING RESCUE.
'' And as petty and mean a tyrant as Tryon and other&
1 who have been placed in power by that puffy-faced despot
It was a hot day in July of the year 1777.
Two boys in Continental uniform were sitting under across the water."
"Very true, Bob. He is equal in rank to General Lee,
the trees in front of a wayside inn.
and his capture means Lee's release."
The boys were attired as a captain and first lieutenant,
"It is a daring thing to attempt, Dick," said Bob, graverespectively.
ly.
They belonged to a band of young patriots h.'Ilown as
"All the more credit to us if we succeed, then."
the Liberty Boys.
"There isn' t one of the hundred Liberty Boys who will
They had already been a year in service, and had seeh
not
wish for its success, Dick," earnestly.
·
some hard fighting in that time.
"Nor one who will not work heart and soul for its
"We've got some old scores to settle with the British,
Bolr,2!. said Dick Slater, the captain, to Bob Estabrook, accomplishment," proudly.
At that moment the boys heard a shrill scream in the
the first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys.
voice
of a young girl.
"So we have, Dick."
They
sprang to tlleir ~eet in an instant and glanced
"There are Long Island and Fort Washington and New
them to ascertain the cause.
quickly
about
York."
They
were
not
long in discovering it.
"Yes, for we haven't punished the redcoats sufficiently
On the other side of the road from the inn was a field
for the loss of those places."
"And there's the loss of General Charles Lee last e1?-closed by a stone wall.
A young girl, crossing the field, had been pursued by
year."
an angry bull, of whose presence she had been unaware.
"His own delay was to blame for his capture, Dick."
She wore a bright red shawl which had angered the
"Very true, but it was a-loss, nevertheless, and must be
animal, never in the best of tempers.
repaired."
Seeing her danger, the girl had started for the wall,
"Well, I { uppose it was, although I never liked him,
uttering a scream of terror.
and many think the same as myself."
Dick and Bob were quickly at the wall.
"Yes, £.ob, but he was a general and had ability. We
"Throw down your shawl," cried Dick in clear tones.
must settle with the enemy for his capture."
The
girl obeyed in an instant, runing all the faster.
"In what manner, Dick?" asked Bob, greatly interWhen near the wall she caught ber foot in a tuft of
ested.
He knew that when Dick Slater undertook any task, grass and fell heavily.
The bull, reaching the shawl, one cause of his rage,
he did not rest until it was accomplishccJ.
tossed
it in the air and then dashed on.
"By capturing one of their generals, Ilob, and holding
Dick was over the wall almost as soon as the girl bad
him for exchange," quietly.
·
"Jove! Dick, that's a magnificent scheme," cried Bob fallen.
"Shoot him, Bob, if you have to," be cried.
excitedly. "Do you think it can be done?"
Then he ran rapidly to the girl and picked her up.
"If we go into it, Bob, it must be done," with deter' The bull, •charging furiously, with his head down, was
mination.
"Yes, to be sure. Everything will have to be considered not ten feet distant.
With the girl in his arms the plucky boy sprang nimbly
before we start."
''They should be, Bob. Illen fail from not having prop- aside.
erly considered their undertakings beforehand.
The bull had nearly reached the wall before be could
"So they do, Dick."
i I J l I '-I
stop.
"We must look at this matter on all sides and then, if
Bl()b picked up a stone from the top of t4e wall and
we think we can carry it through, there must be no hesi~ hurled it at him.
tation, no halting until it is accomplished."
It took him directly between the eyes.
"'rhat's right, Dick."
With a tremendous bellow be charged at Bob.
"If we don't think we can do it, then we bave11o busiDick meantime had been making his way toward the
ness to attempt it."
wall, farther along.
"Certainly not; but Dick?" eagerly.
"I can't use my foot, I have turned it," the girl said,
"Yes?"
as they reach_ed the wall.
CHAPTER I.
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Dick lifted her and placed her in a sitting position on
top of it.
Bob hurled another stone at the bull as he came on to
divert his attention from Dick.
The animal charged at the wall and loosened several
stones.
Then Dick leaped over at a bound and lifted the girl to
the ground.
The bull, discovering that the wall was not the object
of his wrath, tore alongside it toward the girl.
Dick had just got the girl safely over when the bull
-came rushing up.
"Not to-day, thank you," said Dick. "Be off with
you!"
The bull tossed his head and bellowed, pawed the
ground furiously and lashed his sides with his tail.
•
Dick carried the girl across the road and placed her in
a chair at the table which he and Bob had so hurriedly
vacated.
Then Bob came over, and he and Dick resumed their
seats.
"Didn't you know that it was unsafe to cross the field
with such a creature in it?" asked Dick.
"Yes, but he has never been in it before to-day."
"But didn't you see him?"
"No, not until I, was more than halfway across. He
<;ame out from under a tree."
"Well, I am glad that we were so near. Is your foot
badly hurt?"
"I am afraid I cannot use it at present. It pains. I
must have given it a severe wrench."
"Do you live :far from here?"
,
"A bout a mile by the road, but not so far across the
fields."
The tavernkeeper now came forward and said:
·"I am sorry that you were hurt, Miss Patty. I put up
a sign for folks to beware of the bull, but I suppose you
did not see it."
"Where did you put it?" Bob asked. "On this side of
the field?"
"Yes."
1
"And the young lady came in at the other side. I did
not see it myself."
"There is a signboard lying on the ground at some
little distance," said Dick. "Very likely the bull himself
knocked it down."
·
"You will have to put up one at each side/' said Bob,
"and put it up good and strong."
"If you want the nse of my gig to take you home, Misi,.
Patty," continued the landlord, "it is at your service. I
will charge you nothing for it."
"Nor tax her with trespass, either, I suppose?" laughed
Bob, who saw the humor of the' situation.
"Why, no, I have always allowed the neighbors to cross
the pasture," answered the other gravely.
"Don't forget the notices, then," said Dick, "or your
neighbors may have just cause for complaint."
"I will see to them without delay, young sir. Is there
anything else that you require?"
No, I believe not. Were you going anywhere before returning, miss? If so, we will take you there."
"Yes, I had one or two errands before going home,"

the girl answered, "but it does -not matter. I can do
them another time."
At this moment a handsome boy on a big gray horse
rode up and dismounted.
"Any news, :Mark?" asked Dick.
"Here is a note from the general," said Mark Morrison,
who was the second lieutenant of the Liberty Boys.
At this time the boys were_ on the mainland of the
present State of Rhode Island, near the shores of Narra-'
gansett Bay.
Dick opened the letter, read it carefully and called Bob
aside.

"This touches upon the very matter we ·were talkin~
of, B'ob," he said ·in a low tone. "There is a plan to capture General Prescott."

CHAPTER IL
PLOTTING .A.GA.INST PRESCOT'.r.

Major-general Prescott, at that time military governor
of Rhode Island under the British, was a petty tyrant
and the meanest kind of a despot.
He would have men _arrested and thrown into prison for
not taking ofl' their hats to him in the street, and it was
under his administTation that so many depredations were
comrnitted in Newport .and elsewhere.
The term Rhode Island was then applied to the island
of that name and not to the whole state as at present.
The region was known as the Providence and Rhode
Island Plantations, Rhode Island containing Newport,
Jamestown and a few small ;illages, and being about sixteen miles in length and not more than four wide at its
broadest part.
General Prescott had his quarters about five miles from
N e,vport, in the house of· a Quaker named Overing, but
often went to the city.
,
"So-so, there is a plot to capture the general, is there?"
said Bob, in answer to Dick's remark.
"Yes, out speak low. We may be overheard."
The boys withdrew farther from the house, and Bob
said:
"And the Liberty Boys are to have a part in it?"
"Yes. Lieutenant-colonel Barton, of Providence, is to
head the expedition, but we are to go over to Rhode
Island and look over the ground."
1
"All of us?" eagerly.
"Well, no, not all of us, but quite a number. It would
be a dangerous business to take a hundred Liberty Boys
over."
"I suppose it would," drily.
, "We will take over enough boys to be effective without
exciting suspicion. We must succeed, and therefore the
greatest care must be taken."
The Americans had :t'elt the loss of General Lee, captured at Basking Ridge, in New Jersey, the year before,
and had long wished to retaliate upon the British.
The capture of Prescott, who was equal in rank to Lee,
woulcl enable them to negotiate Lee's exchange on equal
terms.
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As Di<!k haa said, there were old scores to be settled.
This was one of them, for the patriots had long felt
sore over the capture of Lee, even if it had been due to
his own carelessness and inexcusable delays.
Dick Slater and the Libert-y Boys had been at Basking
Ridge when Lee was taken.
To have a part in the capture of Prescott, therefore,
would be just to their liking.
Dick and Bob now returned to the house, finding Mark
talking animatedly with :Miss Patty Brainerd, as they
learned her name to be.
The gallant fellow had introduced himself, keeping the
girl in conversation while Dick and Bob were talking, as
he knew they would want to. ·
Patty had told him of her adventure, and he had told
her of many occasions on which Dick had shown the
greatest bravery.
\
"You Liberty Boys must be very bra,e to be soldiers
at your age," she said.
"It's all Di3k Slater," said Mark frankly. "He's so
brave himself that we can't help trying to follow hi~
example."
"But Bob, as you call him, is brave, isn't he?"
"Oh, yes, Bob is all right. He's a fine fellow, Bob is,
but there would be no Liberty Boys without Dick Slater."
"You must be very fond of him."
"Fond of hin1?" cried Mark, w_ith enthusiasm. "Why,
we'd die for him if he told us to."
"But I don't think he would," gravely. "He would
sacrifice himself first."
"That's just it," '-ll,nswered }.lark, seriously, "and that',;
just what makes every one of us so devoted to him."
When Dick and Bob came back, Dick said:
"If you will, allow me, I will drive you in the landlord's
gig while you do your errands and then take you home
and s.e nd the gig back by one of the boys."
"Will it not be too much trouble, captain?" asked
Patty.
.
"Not at all, and here is the gig, so we may as well take
it."
~
Dick now helped Patty into the gig and took his own
pla<!e, leaving Major, his splendid black Arabian, at the
inn.
Bob got his horse and rode off with Mark.
"Do you kn.ow what was in the general's letter, Mark?"
Bob asked.
"No, I don't. It was important?"
"It was indeed. They are going to capture General
Prescott."
"Good!" cried Mark. "Are the Liberty Boys to have
a hand in it?"
"Yes."
"Good again. We ought to capture Prescott to settle
with the redcoats for taking General Lee."
"That's just what they want to do it for, to settle old
scores."
•
As Bob and 1\fark rode on they at length met two comical-looking fellows walking along the road.
One ,ms a pug-noi-ed, freckle-faced, reel-headed Irish
boy, from every line of whose face shone good nature
and fun.
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The other was a blond, rosy-cheeked German boy weighing nearly two hundred pounds.
"There are Patsy and Carl," said Bob. "I'll tager
that they'll get into trouble before they go back if they
have not already been in it."
"That's the usual story, at any rate," laughed Mark.
"An' phwat are yez two bhys talkin' about at all at all?"
asked Patsy Brannigan, the Irish Liberty Boy.
"About a fellow who is forever getting into trouble,"
returned Mark.
'
"Shure an' it's Dick Slather yez mane," said Patsy.
"Well, he do be gettin' out av it a~ain, so phwat's dht:
difference?"
"Dot don'd was Tick, Batsy," said Carl Gookenspieler,
the German Liberty Boy. ," Dot was you."
"Me, is it, Cookyspiller? Shure an' Oi niver get into
throuble, forbye Oi'm wid yersilf."
"Humbug! Off you went mit me you was dose droublea
keeped ouid off alretty."
"Go'n wid yez, it's y'ersilf dhat <Io be gettin' me inter
dhim intoirely."
"Well, see that you don't get into any of them before
you return," la,ughed Mark, "or you'll have all the Liberty Boys out looking for you."
"Shure an' it's mesilf dhat do be kaping dhe Dootchmou out av throuble entoirely," said Patsy.
Then he and Carl took their way toward the water
while Bob and Mark rode on.
"Oi'm thinkin' it W11d be foine to have some fish for
dinner, Cookyspiller," said Patsy.
"Yah, dot was all righd, but how you was dose fishes
caught mitout some hooks und lines alretty?"
"Shure an' we'll foind dhim phwin we get to dhe
wather."
"All righd, den I was went mit you."
Reaching the shore, they found plenty of boats but no
fishing tackle.
"Shure an' dhere's a scoop-net in wan av dhe boats,"
declared Patsy.
"Was dot goot for caughting fishes?"
"Shure an' it is. All yez have to do is to put it in an'
scoop dhim out, an' it's no throuble to take dhim off dhe
hook."
·
"What you was took dose fishes home mit when you
was caught dem ?"
"Shure an' Oi'll cut a crotcJ:\ed shtick, av course, an'
dhat wulJ be foine to carry dhim on."
"Maybe you don'd was caught somedings."
"Go'n wid yez, don't be givin' us bad luck before we begin."
"Come aheadt once off you was caughted some fishes
und ~on'd spoke so much your mout' mit."
Patsy stood up in the bow of the boat, which was headed toward the water, and took the scoop-net in his hand.
'!'here were fish all around him, but whether he could
scoop any up or not was a question.
Carl 1 stood in the 1stem and waited for Patsy to throw
the fish to him.
Scei'ng a school of fish coming by, Patsy swooped at
them with his net.
In so doing he rocked the boat violently.
Carl was not expecting this hnd lost his balance.
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"Shure an' Oi have a whole nit full av dhim," cried
Patsy, swinging the net behind him.
Carl was doing hi,; best to save himself.
The net took him in the stomach, and at once he sat
down in the boat.
This disturbed Patsy's balance, and he went overboard,
net, :fish and all.
"Oh my, oh my, phwativer is dhe matther?" he howled.
Then he went over his head in the water, lost his net
and fish, frightened all the other fish away and came up
puffing.
·
"For why did yez push me in, Dootchy?" he asked.
"I d·on'd was doed nodings, but you make me sitte<l.
down on dose fishes hooks or somedings und I was got
sticked alretty."
"Pull me out, dhin."
"No, sir; off I was went to pulled you ouid, you wa~
pulled me in alretty. Pull yourselfof alretty ouid off you
don'd like dot."
fatsy did so, ·and the two comical Liberty Boys went
back to camp without any :fish.

CHAPTER III.
.A. BOLD ST.A.ND.

Meanwhile Dick Slater and Patty Brainerd were driving about the village in the gig, making purchases, delivering messages and attending to various matters.
Having seen to everything, Dick now set off towar<l.
the girl's home.
He was driving along the road at an easy gait when
they met a boy of about his own age in the road.
"Huh! puttin' on lots o' airs far a poor gal, ain't yer?"
he snorted.
"Don't pay any attention to him," the girl said to
Dick.
"Ridin' in er gig when yer can't pay what yer owe, eh?"
The girl flushed and said to Dick in a low tone:
"Dri~e on; he is a rude fellow, but I wouldn't pay any
attention to him."
The boy was in the way, and Dick said sharply:
"Turn out, you clown, or I'll ride over you!"
"Who's erskeered o' yew, rebel? O.otter have er soger,
has she? Common folks ain't good enuff. Puttin' on
airs, ain't yer? Whyn't yer pay what yer owe?"
"Take the reins," said Dick suddenly.
Handing the reins to Patty, Dick leaped out of the
gig and took a flying leap at the girl's insulter.
The latter tried to escape, but was too late.
Dick seized him and shook him till his hat flew off and
he fell out of his coat.
"Now clear out and don't you dare to insult a young
Iaay again, if you know what's good for you."
Dick threw his coat after him, stepped into the gig and
drove off.
The boy shonted some insulting remark after him, but
Dick paid no attention and drove on at a good pace.
Arrived, at the girl's house, he called to someone to
,come and take the girl in.

A young man a few years older than Dick came out.
"This is Captain Dick Slater, of the Liberty Boys,
Edward," the girl said.
"l'm glad to see you," said the other.
"I hurt my ankle getting out of the way of Mr. Brown'::
bull and Capfain Slater brought me home."
The brother took Patty into the house, and both invited
Dick to come in.
He did so and remained a short time, :finding them all
very pleasant people.
Promising to call again while he was in the neighborhood, Dick drove back to the inn, delivered the gig aml
got his own horse.
Then he set off for the camp o.f the Liberty Boys.
Half a mile from town he saw a crowd of overgrown
boys in the road.
At the head of them he saw the fellow whom he haLl
given ihe shaking.
His name was Billy Green, Patty had told Dick, and he
·was a rank 'l'ory, and a neak and bully to \10ot.
His father had tried to cheat Mr. Brainerd, and always
claimed t:~at the latter owed him money, which was not
the case.
.
Billy Green lost no chance of taunting the B'rainerds,
but always kept at a safe distance when he had anything
,
to say to Ned on the subject.
As soon as he saw the boys gathered in the road, Dick
!mew that there was going to be trouble.
The boys were generally armed with stout sticks, some
of them having an armful o.f stones.
"There's the rebel now! Give it to him!" shouted Billy
Green. "We ain't goin' ter be shook an' pounded fur
nuthin', we ain't."
"Lick ther rebel!" yelled the bullies, nearly twenty in
number.
Dick halted a few yards in front of the crowd of bullies
and said scornfully:
"Why don't you get two or three dozen more to attack
one? You haven't odds enough. Go and get twenty or
thirty more."
"We've got ernuff ter Jick yer, yer plaguey reb,e).!"
snorted Billy. "Come on, fellows, give it ter ther rebel."
The mob of boys suddenly dashed forward.
Dick quickly drew his pistols and fired two or three
rapid shsts over ~he heads of the bullies.
There' was an rnstant stampede.
Some turned and fled up the road, some dashed to the
right or to the left, and some stood still with fright.
Some tnmbled into the ditch, others fell over the stone
wall, and still others lay down in the road and bawled.
Then Dick dashed ahead and soon left the gang of
bullies far behind.
Those whom he oyertook on the road dove into the
woods in the greatest terror, and in a few minutes not
one of them was to be seen.
"A bloodless battle," he laughed, "but I suppose these
fellows will say that I fired upon them and woundrd a
dozen or more."
At that moment he saw two boys in uniform riding
toward him.
'
These were two of the Liberty Boys, Harry Thurber

•
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' and Hiµry ,Judson,· great chums, and known as the t~o
-Harrys.
"What's the trouble, Dick?" asked one.
"We heard :firing," said the other.
"'l'wo or three shots," laughed Dick, "and no one hurt,
but a dozen or twenty Tory bullies very badly frightened."
"Then you've been having an adventure?" asked Harry
·
Thurber.
"It's hardly that," said Dick.
Then, seemg that the boys were interested, he told
them what had happened, much to their amusement.
They were out on the road and, hearing shots, supposed that there was some sort of trouble and so rode
on in haste.
They now went back to the camp with Dick.
It was not long before the story of Dick Slater's bloodless :fight with the Tory bullies got around, the boys
being all greatly amused by it.
Dick rode off to the general's qua'.rters and received
certain instructions concerning the intended expedition.
.A number of the Liberty Boys were to cross over to
Newport, look over 1the ground and report to Lieutenantcolonel Barton upon his arrival.
It was a difficult as well as a dangerous undertaking,
and Dick would pick out the bravest and shrewdest of his
boys to carry it through.
Returning to the camp well on toward evening, Dick
was met when not far from it by two or thrne heavilybuilt, evil-looking men, one of whom said:
"You be Dick Slater, ther rebel, ·ben't yer?"
"No," said Dick. "I am no rebel. If you want civil
treatment, begin by being civil yourself. Who are you
and what do you warit? I have no time for trifling.'>
Dick's determined attitude took the man aback.
.''.Well, ye're Dick Slater, ain't yer ?" he growled, less
defiantly than at :first.
"Yes, I am Di.ck Slater. What is your business? You
are a Tory, of ~ourse. ,You have come to make a complaint. Your · lying son has been telling tales out of
school. Is your name Green?"
"Yus, a.n' I want ter tell yer thet ef yer don't stop
buliraggin' my boy, I'm ergoin' ter--"
"Don't you dare to threaten me, you Tory sneak!" said
Dick firmly. "Do you know that the majority of the
people hereabouts are patriots? You could be run out
of here in an hour if I said the word."
The Tory had supposed that he could browbeat Dick.
He suddenly discovered that he was doing nothing of
the sort.
"I have heard these complaints before," continued
Dick, "and I am sick of them."
"W aal, I only wanted--"
"To frighten me? Well, you didn't. Your boy is a
liar and a coward. He insulted a young lady and I shook
him."
"He clidn't have nothin' ter do with et."
".And then he and twenty others tried to waylay me,
and I :fired in the air and frightened them out of their
senses."
"Yer :fired at 'em and--"
"Enough of this," impatiently. "You lrnow you're

lying, and you know1 I know it. You've been listening to
a pack of lies, and now you think you can browbeat me,
but it isn't to be -aone."
Tbe Torjes were greatlJ surprised at Dick's :fir..m stand.
"Now then," the plucky fellow continued, "go about
your business or I'll give ,you something to complain
about." ·
Then he dashed ahead at a gallop, and the astonished
Tories were forced to take the side 9f the road and make
room for him.
Then Dick dashed on and soon reached the camp.

CHAPTER IV.
DICK IN NEWPORT.

The Liberty Boys were to go over to Rhode Island that
night or early the next morning.
Dick could not take them all, as a small party could
work more effectively than a large one .
Bob and Marl? would go and also the two Harrys and
Ben Spurlock, one of the liveliest of the Liberty Boys.
Then there were Sam Sanderson, Arthur Mackay, Will
Freeman, Ned Knowlton and Phil Waters, all brave, reliable boys.
They would have to go disguised, as the British were
in great numbers in ancl about Newport. ,
Some of them, like Dick and Bob and a few others,
would take their uniforms and secrete them until they
·
were wanted.
They were to go, some in whale boats and some in little
sloops, the greater part of them well knowing h0w tei
manage boats of all descriptions.
They would not all go over at once, as that would extite comment and perhaps suspicion.
Late that night something more than a score of the
boys set out from Warwick Point and other places t~
cross to the island.
Dick and Bob were in a little sailboat wfoch they managed adroitly.
They crossed the bay between Prudence and Patience
Islands and head eel for a cove not far from Newport.
Concealing the boat in a little creek under a mass of
bm:;hes on the bank, they took down the mast, rolled up
the sail and made everything snug.
Mark and seven or eight more of the boys had gone
over in a whale boat a little time before.
The two Harrys, Ben, Sam Sanderson and Will crossed'
nn hour or two later than Dick and another party went
over still later.
Dick and Bob remained in the boat till smfrise and
,
then went into town.
They were disguised as ordinary farmer boys, and would
never have been recognized as the dashing captain and
:first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys.
Their coming to the island had not been notjced, although they had heard the cries of the sentries as they
neared shore.
Nearing the town, they ,.separated, appointing a place
of meeting during the day.

•
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Djck walked boldly into the town, with which he was
well acquainted, meeting many redcoats, but passing them
as if they were an everyday sight.
Down near the state house he saw Green, the Tory, and
his son Billy, but they did not recognize him.
"They must have come over early this morning," was
Dick's thought.
Still, as neither the younger nor. the older Tory recognized him, it mattered little if they were in town. ,
Going clown into Thames street, which was a business
as well as a residence street, Dick stopped at a quaint
little tavern facing a street leading to the wharves to
have breakfast.
There were truck farmers taking an early smack, a
few redcoats drinking old ale, and some of the old residents who had come in for a chat.
.There were many Tories in the city, and these just now
were in high feather.
There were many patriots also, but they kept to themselves and did not go abroad very much, as they were
liable to persecution.
.
The talk in the tavern was entirely in favor of the
British, but Dick took no part in it and for some time
attracted no attention.
He had nearly :finished his breakfast when Green and
his son Billy entered.
Then in another moment Ned Brainerd came in, evidently not having seen the Tories.
Billy Green turned upon the young patriot at once and
snarled:
"What yer doin' here, yer rebel? On'y loyal subjects
er ther king comes in here."
Billy evidently relied upon the protection of his father,
for he was younger and smaller than 1jJ ed.
The latter made no answer, but took a seat at a table
close to Dick and lJeckoned to one of the waiters.
,
"Yer needn't 'spect ter git served here," snarled Billy.
"Here, Jim, take our orders."
He was about to sit at the table with Dick, when the
latter put out his foot adroitly and tripped him.
"What's thcr matter, Bill, can't yer keep yer feet?"
snarled his father.
"That there rebel tripped me," pointing to Ned.
Ned laughed, for he was nowhere near Billy, and beckoned again to the waiter.
Green sat at another table, and his son tpok a seat beside him.
Dick arose and was paying his score when Green said:
"Here's a toast, gentlemen. '11 0 ther king an' down
with all rebels!"
Then Dick suddenly tripped as he was going out, and
Green's pewter was upset, the contents going over Billy.
"Keep your feet under the table and I won't fall over
them," said Dick. "One would think you owned the
place."
Ned Brainerd laughed outright, and Brny said:
"Ther rebel over there told him ter do et. I seen him
whisperin' to him."
Dick shot a quick look of intelligence at Ned which
only the latter saw.
"If I can't be served, I won't stay here," h'e said, rising.

"Yer didn't drink my toast," snarled Green.
"Keep quiet," snarled one of the redcoats. "I!f you
have a quarrel with him, rebel or no rebel, fight it out
somewhere else."
Green subsided at trus snub, and Ned passed out, catching up with Dick a little way down the street.
"Did you wish to speak to me?" he asked.
"Yes. Don't you know me?"
"Why, it's Captain Slater," in a low tone.
"Yes. Don't you know that it is dangerous for patriots
to go abroad in Newport?"
"Yes, but more so for you if you were recognized."
"I shall not be. What brings you here?"
"An affair of business; but you?"
"I am on business also," with a smile-the country's
business."
"As a spy?" dropping his voice and glancing around
cautiously.
"Sh! be careful. One never knows who may be listening."
They were at -the head of a wharf now, and there waa
no one near them.
"You are not here alone?" asked Ned.
"No, there are some o:f the Liberty Boys here. If you
want to do something :for- By the way, has your sister
quite recovered from her injury?"
"Quite," said Ned. "It was not as serious as it might
have been."
Then Ned saw some men approaching from behind and
knew why Dick had changed the conversation.
The men went on down the wharf, and Dick said:
"Be near Coddington's Cove to-night and you will :find
wort to do :for the country."
"Good! I will be there."
As Pick reached Thames street he saw some stir a little
ahead of him.
Then he saw that the governor was taking one of his
little walks abroad, receiving and demanding homage
from the people.
Men were bowing and lifting their hats and paying the
petty tyrant the greatest respect.
Dic)t' suddenly came face to face with him and walked
on as if he had met a perfect stranger.
"Take off your hat, sir!" thundered the tyrant.
Dick paid no more attention than if he had been dumb.
An officer sprang up to him and said:
"Take off your hat. That is the governor, General
Prescott."
Dick took off his hat and struck the redcoat in the face
with it.
"Pass that on to your dolt of a governor, you lackey!"
ht) cried.
There was an instant tumult, and then Billy Green was
heard shouting:
"Hi, that's er rebel, that's Dick Slater! Arrest him!"
Dick made a dash, upset the officer and several citizens,
leaped a low paling, put his hand on top of a stone wall
just beyond and in an instant was over it like a cat.
There was a pleasant garden beyond the wall, and Dick
quickly darted down a shaded walk to a summer house
at the end, the cries of the excited people sounding in
his ears.

I
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CHAPTER V.
OUT loF ONE TROUBLE INTO ANOTIIER.

The garden in which Dick had taken refuge was used
in common by two houses, both of which had doors leading into it.
·
Reaching the summer house, Dick made a rapid change
in his appearance.
,
Turning his coat inside out, it was changed from brown
to black.
Rapidly pulling upon some concealed hooks and eyes at
his lmees, he drew up a pair of flaps and altered his
breeches in the same manner.
Rolling his hose down inside the tops of his shoes, he
revealed black hose under them. c
A wig and a three-cornered hat produced from an inner
pocket completed the tnl.nsformation.
Scarcely a mlll;Ute had been required to make the
~hange.
•
There was a clamoring at the wall, and a number o-f
men appeared on top of it.
Then a number of excited men came running from one
of the houses to which the garden belonged.
They saw a serious-fa,£!ed man in black coming out of
the summer house.
"Did you see a boy jump the wall just now?" they
<:ried.
"'l'hee may find him if thee goes out at the door in the
wall yonder," said Dick. "He went that way."
The door in the wall was locked, but one of the servante
hurriedly produced a key.
"He must be a cat to go over a wall like that," said
-0ne.
• The men surged through the doorway in the wall, leaving the gate open.
Then Dick passed out into an alley, closing the door behind him.
"Someone might ask too many questions as to why I
was in the garden," he said to himself.
Then, while the crowd went one way, he went another.
"It was very kind of them to open the door for me,"
lie chuckled. "Even my agile limbs would have been put
to it to get over a wall like that."
He had gone but a short distance when around a corner
of the wall came Bob in great haste.
A great outcry was heard behind him, and it was evi-dent that he was being pursued by an angry mob.
"Go through that door, Bob," said Dick quickly. "Lock
it on the inside."
Bob darted past Dick and lrurried into the garden, closing the door behind him.
He had hardly done so, when the crowd came surging
into the alley.
They paused when they saw Dick.
"Did you see a boy in homespun just now?" they asked.
"Yes, he passed me but a moment since, going that
way."
This was true, for Bob had passed him.
Down the alley rushed the mob, thinking that Bob had
gone on.
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When it had disappeared, Dick returned to the door in
the high wall.
"All right, Bob," he said. "You'd better com{l out:·
Bob at once appeared, closing the door behind him.
"Someone might come into the garden," said Die . "I
have only just escaped from it myself."
They were now hurrying back over the road Bob had
just come.
'
"You have changed your disguise, Dick?"
"Yes, it was necessary."
"rhe crowd got after you, then?"
"Yes; I wouldn't take off my hat to Prescott."
"Of course you would not!"
"And I knocked down a redcoat."
"Good again; but it was dangerous business in Newport."
..
"To be sure it was; but I took chances."
Reaching the other street, they found everything quiet.
"What was the trouble with you, Bob?" asked Dick. ,
"Refusing to drink to the king and this clreap despot~
Prescott."
"Quite right."
".And hurling a pewter at a portrait of the tyrant of
England. I made a dent in his big nose."
"A decided insult to 4is majesty," laughed Dick.
"Have you learned anything?l' asked Bob.
"Not much. I have met Ned Brainerd and those Tories
with whom I had trouble yesterday."
"The Greens?"
"The same. They did not recognize me, although the
boy claimed to have done so. It was merely a lucky
guess."
"He is getting himself ready for another thrashing,"
Bob said, with a chuckle.
"Yes, but it is best to.avoid all trouble. If I had seen
Prescott, I would have turned back, but I came upon
him unawares."
""\Vhat are you going to do now, Dick?'"
"Go out to where Prescott is quartered."
"And pay the puppy a visit, eh? Compliments of Dick
Slater. That isn't bad."
"Sh!" whispered Dick.
They were passing a house where the blinds were drawn
to keep out the sun.
Their heads were on a level with the windowsills, which
were not three feet away.
The blinds were drawn and yet just open enough for
one inside the house to see and hear those who passed.
"Be cµ.reful, Bob," said Dick, when they had passed.
"There was someone at that window."
"They may have been patriots."
"Yes, and they may not have been. One cannot be too
cautious."
"Very true," agreed Bob.
They parted at· the next corner, Dick taking his way
towlird the State House hill.
He was quite right about its being dangerous to ex-'
press his opinion in the street.
Someone in the house with the closed blinds had seen
as well as heard them talking.
Turning the blinds carefully after they had passed, this
person had caught a good look at both.
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"Rebels, eh?" he muttered. "Dick Slater, too? He is
much sought after by the government."
Dick was walking up the hill at an easy gait, seeing a
number of redcoats 'coming toward him, when he heard
·
a step behind him.
i
He knew at once that trouble was brewing.
There was something in the footsteps that assured him
of this in an instant.
It was like the step of one in pursuit of another.
·Dick had heard the sound too often not to notice it.
There was no chance of escape.
There was no convenient alley, not even a doorway
which he might enter.
The man came on, suddenly clapped his hand on Dick's
shoulder and cried :
"Gentlemen, this is Dick Slater, the rebel! Arrest
him!"
"'rhee has very poor eyes, I am afraid, friend," said
Dick. "The person thee mentions is but a youth."
The redcoats were at his side now.
"He is disguised," said Dick's accuser. "I know he-is
. Dick Slater. I heard his companion call him so. They
spoke very disrespectfully of the governor also."
''Are you Dick Slater?" asked one of the redcoats.
"Do I look as if I bore such a worldly name? Thee
has made a blunder, frierftl, and thee had )Jest not pursue
· it farther."
The redcoats were more than half convinced that the
man had made a mistake.
He was persistent, however, and now suddenly snatched
off Dick's wig.
The brown hair of a boy without the :first trace of gray
in it was revealed.
"What do you say to that?" the man cried, exultantly.
"There's your Dick Slater, there's your rebel, there's the
sneak who--"
Spat!
Dick's fist shot out, took the man between the eyes and
staggered him.
He could not escape, however, for the redcoats were all
around him.
"There is something wrong here," said the officer. "We
will have to investigate this aiJ'air at least."
"Take him to the guardhouse and put him in jail,"
sputtered Dick's accuser. ''Hang the rebel. That's the
.
best thing for him."
Dick was taken up the hill and put in a house, where
·
some redcoats were quartered.
Here he would be kept a prisoner till his case could be
*
inveRtigated.
"I'll swear he is Dick Slater," said the citizen. "Just
let me know· when the case comes up."
Dick was placed in an upper room of the house under
close guard and left to himself.

CHAPTER VI.
LOOKING OVER THE Gll.OUND.

Dick Slater's position was indeed a desperate one.
For all that he did not despair.

He had been in just as critical situations before and
.
had escaped.
The first thing Dick did was to change his disguise to
its original ;form by turning his coat, pulling up his hose
·
and turning down the flaps on his breeches.
He was now in a suit of brown homespun as before.
Taking a round hat from his pocket, he stood in his
original disguise.
None of bis captors, entering now, would have recognized him.
"Now to look over the situation," was Dick's thought.
He wallrnd to the principal door of the room.
It was locked, as he had supposed.
There was another door in the room.
This was either one connecting with the next room
or led to a clothes press.
Dick opened it.
He at once looked into a clothes· pre?s or closet.
In these old New England houses, as Dick well knew,
a clothes press was often used by two rooms, having doors
in each.
This one was no exception to the general rule .
Dick passed,, through, pushing asiue dresses and suits
of clothes, opened a door beyond and passed into another
room.
This was empty.
The redcoats bad evidently overlooked a custom quite
common in old New England houses.
Dick went to the door leading to the hall.
He found it unlocked .
He opened it, passed into the hall and walked by the
redcoat on guard.
"'fake good care of your prisoner," he said. "He is a
slippery fellow."
"He won't escape from me, you may be sure;" said the
;
sentry.
''If you only knew the truth," said Dick to himself, as
he walked-down tbe broad stairway.
R.ea•ching the landing below, he walked past two sentries, opened the front door and made '. his way out.
"About the easiest escape I ever made," he chuckled,
as he walked down the path to the street.
He passed a munber of British soldiers, and he met
many citizens, but no o:de molested him or even spoke
to him.
He even met Green and his son at the Old Mill, but
neither of them recognized him.
"Billy did not kno_,W me before," was his thought. "He
only pronounced my name on a venture."
Passing out of the·town, he met Mark on the outsk.irts.
·
"Any news, Mark?" he asked.
"No, but I had to run for it an hour ago."
"J{ow was that?" with a smile.
"A beggar asked me for alms, and because I refused
he _denouncea me as a rebel."
"Then there was trouble, I suppose?"
"Yes, there were redcoats about, and they wanted to
have a :finger in the pie."
"As usual," laughing.
"I knocked clown the stalwart beggar, tweaked the nose
of a red-headed sergeant and took to my heels."
• "Well, the boys seem to have been having lively times
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tnis morning, and if all of them have as much to tell as
you and Bob and myself, there will be plenty to listen

to!'
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"Yah, dot was me, too, I bet me."
"Dhere's a house beyant. Suppose we go up ter it an'
ax for something."
•
"All righd, we was do dot."
Nearing the house, Patsy said:
"OJ:i my, oh my, dheTe's ridcoats in it."
"Well dot makes nodings. You could toldt elem yon
was English been alretty."
.
"'Deed an' Oi'll not," indignantly, Hbut Oi moight tell
dhim yez are a E;issian."
"No, sor, you don'd was toldt elem dot neider."
"Well, Oi must tell dhim something, for it's most
.
shtarved Oi am i.ntoirely."
Th en P atsy we1r:~ to the back door 0£ the house, knocked
loudly and waited fol' e.omeone to come.
A woman soon made hel' appearance.
"Good morn.in', ma'am," said Patsy. "Shure an' Oi
see vez have ridcoats in dhe house, an' as Oi'm a soger
mes~lf, I t'ought yez moight--"
The woman, who was as Irish as Patsy himself, cried
jndignantly:
"Redcoats in me house, is it? Go on wid yez, ye robbeT!
An' you're one o' thim. Get out, dhe both o' ye. The
fat fellow's a Hessian, I'll go bail. Clear out with ye!"
Then, to enforce her co:rrunands, the angry woman
seized a broom standing handy and rushed out at .them.
First she banged Patsy ovel' the head, and then she
turned her attention to CaTL
Both boys ran to get out of her way, the angry woman
pursuing them as far as the road and then calling to a
dog to continue the chase.
It was at this moment that Dick and Mark came up.
"What's the trouble, ma'am?" asked Dick. "Have they
been bothering you?-;'
"Botherin' me, is it? No, but I'll bother thim, sayin'
there's redcoats in me house, the TobbeTS!"
Dick caught a glance of something through the window.
It was a red petticoat hung up to ail'.
"The boy's Irish, ma'am," laughed Dick, "and as good
a patriot as yourself, but the petticoat yondel' deceived
him."
"An' do ye know him?"
"Yes, and a better boy never lived."
"An' he took me petticoat for a soger," with a laugh.
"Aha, the blarneyin' vilyan."
"Yes," la1ighed Dick. "He's Irish, and butter would
melt in his mouth, he's socSoft-spoken."
"SuTe an' I *ouldn't be surprised if ye had a drop or
two of Irish blood yersilf," laughed the woman. "Call
him back."

"It is nothing unusual for you to have adventures when
you go out," laughed 1\fark.
"And the rest of you seem to be emulating rp.y example," smiling.
"I have not been out to the general's headqu art ers as
yet/' continued Mark. "Were ypu going there ?"
"Yes, I think it will be as well to do so."
1
"Shall I go with you?"
"There will be no harm in it."
On the way Dick told of his capture ancl escape, much
to Mark's amusement.
"Those redcoats will be inclined to a belie£ in witchcraft after this," said th!:) lively second lieutenant.
"Yes, it will seem most mysterious to them. "
'!'hey were walking at a brisk gait and at length arrived
in sight of the house where General Prescott had his
quarters.
It was near a small stream which ran into Ooddington's
Cove, and was well shaded and in a very pleasant situation.
There were sentries around the house, and a guard
was kept, apparently, both day and night.
Dick took note of everyth,ing without attracting attention himself and then went off with Uark.
"We will know how to approach the place now," he
6aic1.
"Hallo, there are Patsy and Carl," said :Ilfark.
"And in trouble, as usual," laughed Dick.
Patsy and Carl were brave fellows, if they did make
blunders.
Dick had brought them over, but had cautioned them
about getting into trouble.
Patsy had not oITered to come over, as he had a great
dread of the water.
He claimed that it always made him seasick, no matter
how big or how little a boat he was in.
When he knew that Carl was going, however, he decided to go himself. .
· The two furu1y fellows wer! inseparable, and where one
was, the other was sure to be.
"Shure an' Oi cud niver let yez go over all alone be
yersilf, Oookyspiller," he said,
"For why dot was?"
"Becos av Oi wor not dhere to luck afther yez, no wan
knows phwat moight happen to yez."
"Humbug!;' snorted Carl. "Efery dime you was mit
me been I was into droubles got."
"Maybe; but av Oi wor not dhere, dhey'd be worser, do
ye moind ?"
CHAPTER VIL
"Humbug," said Carl which he considered an unanswerable argument.
A PLOT TO ROB.
The two comical Liberty Boys had come over and, as
Dick did not consider Newport a safe place for them,
The two comical Liberty Boys came back, and Dick exthey were out in the country amusing themselves.
Walking along the road, disguised as farmel' boys, Patsy plained about the red petticoat.
said suddenly :
"I knowed dot don'd was been ein redcoat," said Carl.
"Ye~ did?"
"Shure an' Oi nivel' t'ought av it."
"What it was?"
·
"For couTse I dicl."
"Dhin phwy didn't yez tell me?"
"Oi've had nothin' to ate all clay."
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"I t'ought dot was ein goot shoke been on yon, clot was going to see a little fellow abused by half a dozen hulking
brutes."
for why."
"Of course not, but as soon as I could I drew our fel"Go'n wid yez, yez didn't know any more dhan mesilf
lows out of it."
ai)out it."
The woman gave Patsy and Carl a good breakfast, and Dick and Mark went into the town, Ben going one way
and the two H arrys another.
Dick said:
Down in the city Dick saw Bob, but did not speak to
"Be careful not to get into any trouble, and be sure and
him.
keep out of the town."
Bob underst.ood and passed him as he would pass any
".All roight, I won't. Don't yez go dhere aither, Oookystranger.
spiller, or Oi'll bat dhe hid off yez."
Later he met Ned Brainerd again and said:
"llumbug! You don'd could doed nodings. You was
"You did not get into any difficulties with the solalretty."
woman's
ein
runned away from
"Shure an' Oi didn't see yez walkin'. Yez wor runnin' diers?"
"No, I just avoided them. They gave so much attenas fasht as mesilf."
"Dot was foT cause I was afraid been dot you was got tion to you that they let me alone."
"You have not met the Greens since?"
losed."
"No, and I would j11st as lief not, as I know I would
"Go'n wid yez, it was anither fear intoirely dhat made
want to thrash both of them."
yez run."
Dick and Mark left the two boys. and set oiI for town "And then there would be a disturbance and you might
get in jail."
again at a good pace.
"Hallo, here comes the governor again," said Ned.
Nearing the town, they suddenly saw some disturbance
seem to meet him often to-day."
"We
forward.
hurried
a4ead of them and
"Yes, we must avoid him," answered Dick, and the two
A number of boys seemed to be fighting among themselves, and there was a great deal of noise and confusion. turned down a convenient street and so did not meet the
"Give it to the rebels," they heard someone cry, as they petty tyrant.
Thev turned down so suddenlv, in fact, that they nearly
hurried on.
i~to ,two men who were j~st going into a tavern.
ran
a
and
Spurlock
Ben
Ilarrys,
Then they saw the two
"There'll be no one in the house now but the old man,"
couple of strange boys fighting a crowd of a dozen.
"Come on, Mark," said Dick. "That's too big odds for said one.
"Then we'll be sure to get the treasure."
the boys."
Dick halted and drew his companion back, and the two
and
They dashed ahead, put thems~lves alongside Ben
went on.
men
boys.
'l'ory
the
began to pound
Then other Liberty Boys came up and took si<les with I' "There is some evil plot going on," said Dick.
"So it would seem."
'Dick and the rest.
They are talking the thing over now. We must hear
Town boys came running up and, recognizing friends
of it."
more
fight.
the
in
on one side or- the other, joined
and the young man entered the tavern, but as if
Dick
than
boys
town
the
of
There were soon many more
they had happened in at the same time and not as if they
,
there were of Dick's party.
Then Dick signaled to his boys to get out of the fight were frienas.
Dick saw a stall with the curtains drawn and went over
and let the town boys continue it.
took the one next to it.
and
the
and
~de,
each
on
There was soon an equal number
took a;n empty stall on the other side.
Ned
.
back.
fall
to
began
'fory boys
"What will we do with it?" Dick heard one of the men
Then a party of redcoats came up and dispersed all the
boys.
say.
By this time Dick and the rest had withdrawn.
"Orders, gentlemen," said a potboy, and Dick heard the
"How did it start?" asked Dick. "You did not begin rattle of pewters.
it, did you?" to Ben.
Then the boy presently appeared at his stall.'
Dick made signs that he wanted something to drink,
"Ilarry and I saw five or six big fellows abusing a
smaller boy," said Ilarry Thurber. "They were calling putting some coin on the table in front of him.
The boy laughed and went away.
him a 'rebel,' and we took his part."
can't carry it through the street, of course," the
"We
Judson,
Harry
added
up,"
"Then more of them came
second man said.
"but Ben and another patriot boy joined our side."
"No, of course not. Put it on Jim's boat and take it
"Then more Tories came," said Ben, "and we were
having a lively fight of it, two against one, when you and over to Seaconnet. There's a good hiding-place there
among the rocks."
Mark came up."
Mark.
"But Jim'll want his share."
laughed
fight,"
general
a
was
it
that
after
"And
"No, he won't. He won't know nothing of it. We'll
"There would have been fifty on a side if they had kept
borrow his sloop. It's right at the foot of this street."
on."
"That's handy."
"It's all right," said Dick, "but I don't want you to get
"Yes, we'll run over to Long Wharf and go up to the
into fights if you can help it. It might attract too much
old fellow's house."
attention to us."
"Of course," said Ben, "but the two Harrys were not "And he's all alone?"
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Then Dick heard footsteps and peered cautiously into
the alley.
Two men were entering it, one 'with a sack on his
shoulder.
There was no one in the alley but the two men.
There was no one in sight on the· street into which the
·
alley opened.
The two men came on and halted opposite the queer
old house Dick had seen.
Then they helped each other quickly over the wall and
dropped upon the other side.
"Come on, Ned," said .Dick.
The two went flying down the alley in an instant.
Dick was on top of the wall and giving his hand to Ned
in a short time. ·
The two men were standing under a tree near the
house.
"Wha.t are yon doing there?" cried Dick. "Clear out,
of here. You are thieves.• Go call a constable, Ned."
The men were greatly surprised, and one crept toward
the wall 0£ the next house.
"This is· my house," growled the o'ther. "I left my
key at home, and the housekeeper has gone out and
,
locked up the :front."
"You are not Ebenezer Dexter; you are a thief. Hallo,
the house!"
A man thrust his head out 0£ an upper window and
snarled:
"Go away, you ruffians! You can't get in here. There
1J,re bolts and bars and spring guns."
"Hallo!" cried Dick, seeing someone in the alley.
"Hallo, thieves in Dexter's house!" shouted Ned
Brainerd.
The man creeping toward ,the wall made a dash and
leaped over it.
Then men came nmning down the alley, attmcted by
the cries 0£ the boys.
"'fhere's one in tlie next yard!" ,cried Dick.
The second man made a dash for the opposite wall.
The old man in the windo,v now seized a shotgun and
fired at him.
The noise alarmed the neighbors, and heads were put
out of back windows on ooth sides of the alley.
For a quiet street, the crowd collected rapidly.
"There they are!" shouted Dick. "One on that side
and one on this!"
The man shot at went scrambling over the wall, only
to be attacked by a big dog in the rear court 0£ the next
house.
People came running out of their houses, and there was
,
great excitement.
The man with the sack hurled it over the dog's head
'
and scrambled up a tree and over a wall near it.
The other, in endeavoring to get out, was caught by an
angry householder ahd severely pummeled.
The man shot at managed to get away, although closely,
pursued.
The other was taken in charge of by the constables.
"Them two rebels was in the job with us," he said,
CHAPTER VIII.
pointing to Dick a:ad Ned. "Take them in charge, too."
HOW '!'HE PLOT ENDED.
The spectators were not inclined to believe the thief,
Dick and Ned waited at the upper end of the alley for
but one of the const~bles said to Dick:
half an hour.

,IYes, now he is."
"Will he let us in?"
"We'll get in without his !etting."
"How so?"
"C>-ver the back wall in the alley. There's no one there
ever."
"Suppose he hollers?"
"Then we'll hit him on the head and quiet him."
"'l'hat's right, 'so we will."
"'I'he scoundrels!" thought Dick.
The potboy served him, but in a few minutes, having
learned all that was necessary, he went out, signaling to
young Brainerd. .
Outside the tavern the young man said:
"Those . scoundrels are _going to rob· an old man living
near the Long Wharf."
"You heard them, then?"
· "Yes, and I lmow the man. It is old Ebenezer Dexter,
an eccentric old man who lives all alone in a queer old
house. He keeps no housekeeper nor servants, and never
has anyone come to see him."
"Is he rich?"
"So it is said."
"Does anyone know for a certainty that he is?"
"I don't know that they do, but he has always been re'
puted to be rich."
"Does he go abroad?"
"At times.· His house is barred and bolted, and don't
see how these ruffians can get in at the rear any better
than at 1the :front.''
"They may know that it is not as secure in the rear."
"Possibly. I don't know."
"If he locks himself up, how can we get to see him and
warn him?" asked Dick.
"I don't lmow, but I will show you the house and you
can judge for yourself."
"Very good. Suppose we go around there now?"
"Very well. I will show you the place.:'
On the way Dick saw Bob and signaled to him.
"W!=J have overheard a plot to rob an old man living
near the Long· Whar£, and. we are going to prevent it,"
said Dick.
"Good! Do you want me with you?"
"Yes, the more the better, I think."
The three then went to the house where old Ebenezer
Dexter lived.
Bob remained in :front 0£ the house while Dick and
Ned Brainerd went around into the alley back 0£ it.
"Is it easy ,to get over the wall?" asked Ned.
"One person could help another orer. I could get to
the top 0£ it without assistance."
"Then i£ they come during the day?"
"We will drive them off."
"Suppose they wait till night?"
"Then the constables must ye warned. Come, let's
.....
watch."
Then the boys le£t the alley.

+

"Aren't you the same fellow who would not take off
his hat to the gove'rnor over on Thames street?"
"Even if I am, that has nothing to do with this case,".
was Dick's reply. "If he did, he's an upright young man," said one, "and
deserves credit for it."
The greater part of the crowd favored Dick, but there
were some who denounced him as a rebel and called upon
the constables to arrest him.
.
Others took his part, and there was a most heated
argument.
·while this was going on, the two boys slipped away
quietly, leaving the debaters still wrangling.
They found Bob in front of the house, and all three
went away. .
"Jim will miss his boat and not know where to look
• for it," laughed Ned, "unless that ruffian takes it back to
where he found it."
•
"If he takes it at all, he will get away as far as he
can," declared Dick.
The three boys walked down the wharf, and Bob presently eaid:
"There goes a boat out now. Is that one of the fellows, Dick?"
"I believe it is.".
"I think so, too," observed Ned.
"Then you were right," laughed Bob, "and he is making himself scarce in a hurry."
"It is likely that Jim is as big a rascal as the other
two," said Ned. •
Just then a coarse-looking man came hurrying down
the wharf.
"Hallo, Bill, where yer takin' my boat?" he roared.
"Just 'round the p'int," came the answer faintly across
the water.
"Fetch her back; I want ter use it."
"All right, I'll take it 'round."
J~ for he· it was, sent a profane protest across the
water, but Bill kept on.
"Let them fight it ouiiJ" said Dick. "We prevented a
robbery, but we don't want to be mixed up too closely
in the affair."
"No, we have other business to attend to," replied Bob.
The angry boatowner continued to shout and run excitedly along the wharf, but th·e man in the boat stoocl
out across the bay and before long disappeared aroun<.l
one of the smaller islands.
"The fellow may see his boat again," laughed Bob,
"but, after all, it is nothing to us."
Walking back to the queer old house, Ned Bainerd suddenly exclaimed:
"The,:e's old Ebenezer now."
Walking on, the boys saw a queer little old man in
shabby leather breeches, blue woolen hose darned with
variously-colored yarns, a faded blue coat with brass buttons and a three-cornered hat.
He wore a rusty peruke, !illd carried a heavy stick with
a crooked top.
His £ace was scared and wrinkled, and he wore an enormous pair of spectacles which made him look like an
owl.

Seeing Dick and Ned, he stopped and said in growling
tones:
"Well, you young rascals, so you let one of the thieves
go, did you?"
"Not without a chase, l\Ir. Dexter," said Dick. "He ran
away with a boat and went across the bay."
"II'm! You should have caught him. He was the biggest rascal of t_he lot. I wish I c1.mld have put a load of
buckshot in his legs, the villain!"
It would have been a good thing for him if you had,"
said Ned, with a laugh.
"W eJl, you expect some ·reward for scaring off the robber, I suppose?"
"No, sir, not a penny," was Dick's reply.
"Huh! I wasn't going to pay you in pence," with a
snarl.
"You need not pay us in anything," protested Ned.
"We did not give the alarm with the expectation of getting anything."
"Ol~ar out of here," sputtered the queer old man,
swinging his stick and taking several small boys in the
shins.
·
The old man was always an object of curiosity, and
generally drew a crowd when he went abroad.
The boys scattered in all directions, and Ebenezer
Dexter continued:
"People think I'm rich. I ain't. Still, I can ill afford
to lose what I have. Here is a present for you."
·with that he thrust a purse into Dick's hands.
"No, I cannot take--"
"That's Di.ck Slater, the rebel!" a shrill voice exclaimed.
"Arrest him; he's a spy!"
It was Billy Green who made the accusation.
As he now ran up, Ur. Dexter suddenly thrust out his
cane.
It took Billy between the legs, and in an instant he
went fl.oumlering in the gutter.
By the time he had picked himself up Dick and Bob
had gone one way anc1 Ned Brainerd another.
.
They met again at the foot of the hill leading to the
State House.
"Let's see the present the old· gentleman made us,"
said Dick, opening the purse.
It contained two unused Piµe Tree shillings, coins much
in u3e in New England at that time and coined for many
years without a change of date.
'
·
"Two silver shillings," laughed Dick. "Here's one £or
you, Ned. I will keep the other."
"The old fellow can't be called a spendthrift," chuckled
Bob.
"Wait a moment," said Dick. "There is something
else."
He took out a folded piece of paper and read:
"Whenever you need money for the cause of freedom,
come to me.
E. Dexter, Newport."
·
"That's a reward worth having," said Did:.
"The old fellow isn't so eccentric, after all," added '
Bob.

.
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CHAPTER IX.
THE PLAN SUCCEEDS.

It was well on in the afternoon by this time, and Dick
concJuded to leave town and go up to the rendezvous.
He came across three or four of the boys and told
them to leave town as quietly as possible.
Hearing of others from these, he knew that all the boys
were safe.
"Will you come with us?" he asked Ned. "We are
going to capture Genernl •Prescott."
"Yes, indeed. 'l'hat is a bold undertaking."
"And we mean to succeed in it."'
"All the more reason for going with you, then," with
a smile.
The three boys had an early supper at a tavern on the
outskirts of the town.
It was ' dusk wlym they reached the place where Dick
had hidden his boat.
The boys put on their uniforms and waited till it was
•
quite dark_.
Then Dick set out along shore to reG,Onnoiter.
In a short time he heard a signal and answered it.
Then a dark form came out from among the bushes.
"Is that you, Dick?"
"Yes, Mark."
"All right. I have a number of the boys here with
"'
me."
A little farther on Dick heard another signal.
"All right. Who is it?"
"Harry, with four or five of the boys."
"Very good. Refllain where you are."
Farther on he heard two sentries exchanging signals.
"All'.s well!" they cried.
"So it is for us," said Dick.
Evading the ·sentries by creeping close to the water and
behind bushes, he came upon one and another party of
Liberty Boys.
They were all accounted for at last.
Then he returned to Bob and brought all the boys to
fl. point at the mouth of the creek which ran past the
Overing place.
Bi8.ding the boys wait and to be silent, Dick stole
toward the house.
There ,were lights to be seen in it, and now and then
he could make out a guard pacing back and forth.
No one had the least suspicion of their presence.
The night was dark and still, and the sound of the
sentinels hailing each other could be heard most distinctly.
One after another the lights went out in the house.
One or two remained on the lower floor, however.
The Quaker was sitting up reading by candle light.
Dick returned to shore and listened.
At last his sharp ears heard a welcome sound.
'rhe boats were coming.
The oan: were muffled, but Dick's hearing was most
acute, and he could hear them.
He shortly gave a signal, prearranged with Colonel
'
Barton.

It was answered, and Dick knew that everything had
gone right so far.
"All's well!" called. the sentries, and Dick smiled.
Hurrying to the very water's edge at the mouth of the
creek, he signaled the boats again.
In a short time they came up the creek and the men
were landed.
Then Dick saw Barton, and a plan of action was arranged between them.
Several o:f the Liberty Boys now wore their uniforms
in addition to Dick, Bob and Mark.
The greater part of the force on shore were to guard
the house and its approaches, only a few entering.
Everything was to be done expeditiously and as quietly
as possible.
"There are old scores to be settled," declared Dick,
"and there must be no mishaps."
Every one of the Liberty Boys had his duty laid out
for him, and all were prepared to do it.
They all knew what places they were to take, and took
.I
them.
It was the same with the men who had come in-whale
boats with Barton.
Their coming had been well managed, and not one of'
the enemy knew that they were there.
Everything was most carefully arranged, and' every
one concerned in the plot would carry out his -part of it to.
the letter.
They all understood that there must be no :failure, and
they were fully determined that there should not be.
They move~silently toward the house, each division
taking up its appointed position.
Dick~ Bob, Mark, Lieuten~nt-colonel Barton arid a smaH
party advanced rapidly toward the house.
With Barton was a negro of great strength.
The main body passed between a British guardhouse
and the encampment of a company of light horse.
Dick 'had noted these things and had informed Barton
o:f them.
The rest of the force made a circuitous ro;ute so as to
approach the general's quarters :from the rear ·and secure
,.
the doors.
Dick Slater, with his three or four tried companions
with Barton, the negro and a number of picked men, approached the gate.
The sentinel hailed them twice and demanded the countersign.
· "We have no countersign to give," sajd Dick, pressing
forward.
All was dark about the place with the exception of :i
single lig.ht in the lower part of the house.
"Have you seen any deserters here to-night?" asked
Barton.
The sentinel was misled by this question.
He supposed the p.arty to be :friends and let them come
on.
He was not undeceived until he found himself suddenly
seized and his musket fokeI). :from him.
Then he was bound and threatened with instant death
if he made any noise.
By this time the doors haq J;een secured by the rear
·
divis~on.
1
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Barton, Dick and the rest advanced boldly and entered
the front door.
They found Mr. Overing reading in a room on _the lower
floor.
The rest of the family had gone to bed.
Everything was quiet in the house, and not the slightest alarm had. been given.
Mr. Overing looked up as the party entered.
Barton inquired for the general's room.
.
Overing pointed directly overhead.
Bob took a candle in a stick from the. mantel and lighted it.
Barton, Dick, Bob, the negro and one or, two others
passed out and went directly upstairs.
They tried the door of Prescott's room gently and
found it locked.
There was no time for parl!)ying.
Barton made a sign to the negro and stepped back.
Dick drew a pistol and made ready to enter.
Bob held the lighted candle in one hand and a drawn
sword in the other.
Everything was now ready fo'r the place to be stormed.
Barton gave a signal.
The negro put his shoulder against the door and burst
it open.
, Dick and Bob dashed into the room.
The gene!"al thought they were robbers and seized· his
watch.
"Throw up your hands!" cried Dick. "You are our
prisoner!"
Prescott obeyed instantly:
The rest of the party quickly entered the room.
Barton placed his hand upon Prescott's shoulder and
said:
"You are my prisoner, general. Perfect silence is your
only safety."
,
The determined look on the faces of all t~ e party
proved the truth of these words.
"Give me time to dress," pleaded Prescott.
It was a hot night, and it would be no hardship for one
to remain undressed.
Besides, time was precious.
"No," said Barton.
'
CHAPTER X.1
MORE WORK POR DICK.

General Prescott was at once taken out of bed and a
-cloak thrown about him.
Then he was hurried to the shore.
Hi.s aid, hearing a noise, jumped out of a window.
He was made a prisoner, however, and he and the sentinel were placed in the center of the party.
So far everything had gone all right.
The retreat to the shore was made as successfully.
Prescott was put in a boat with an escort, and before
long the whole party had embarked.
· "All's well!" signaled the sl3ntries, as the boats went on
noiselessly.

"So it .is," chuckled Bob to l\fark, in the boat with him.
"Of course," with a laugh, "but not to these fellows,
if they only knew."
,
"We have settled an old score," said Dick, shortly.
"Yes, and there.arc more of them to settle yet," added
Bob, bluntly.
Not one of the party had been left behind, and now
the Liberty Boys and the rest made their way rapidly
and noiseleSBly across the bay.
The whole affair had been planned and carried out in
the most systematic manner.
Not a hitch had occurred, and they could all congratulate themselves upon its entire success.
The whale boats ::md the rest made their way across
the bay to Warwick Point and not a mishap occurred.
Barton landed his prisoner at about midnight.
"Sir," said General Prescott, for the first time breaking
silence, "you have made a bold push to-night."
."We have been fortunate," replied Barton, coolly.
There was a party ready to convey Prescott to Providence at once.
They arrive"d at Providence at sunrise, Prescott being
well treated by General Spencer and his officers while he
was waiting to be sent to Washington's quarters on the
Raritan.
The Liberty Boys, having performed their par~ of the
undertaking, returned to their camp.
Those who had remained behind were eager to know
all that had happened.
":~atsy," said Carl, as they ,vere sitting by the fire,
built more for company than for comfort.
"Phwat is it?"
· "You was had a fine day alretty, ain't it?"
"Shure an' we did."
"Und you was crossed dot bay mit der boats ofer, ain't
it?"
"Shure an' yez know we did. Yez culdn't walk, cud
yez?"
"Und you don'd was got seasick, iss it?" with a chuckle.
"Go'n wid yez an' don't be remoindin' me av it or Oi'll
get it worser," cried Patsy.
"Oil' you was got seasick, you know what was goat for
dot?"
"Cookyspiller," said Patsy, getting up, "av yez dar' to
minshin salt pork Oi'11 murdher yez."
"What I meanted was dot off you don'd was want to
got seasick you was keeped off der water alretty."
"Yez did not; yez wor gain' to tell me to take salt pork.
Shure an' don't I know yez ?"
"I dinks so."
"Go to sleep, you funny fellows, or else go out on
picket," said l\1ark, tJassing.
"Shure an' Oi'm fasht ashlape intoirely," said Patsy.
"What vou said? You was waked me up a couple off
dimes," added Carl.
l\Iark laughed and went on, and the camp was wrapped
in silence.
Ned Brainerd had gone off to his own home as soon as
the party had landed at Warwick.
Early the next morning, soon after sunset, he came to
the camp in great excitement.
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He sked to see Dick, and was shown to the young terms, and some who have declared that ,they would do
us an evil turn if they could."
captain's tent at once.
"Well, we will go over to the house and look about us."
Dick was up and dressed by this time.
Dick's horse was brought to him at that moment by
"What's the matter?" he asked. "You seem greatly
Harry Thurber.
excited over something."
Then Dick, Bob, l\Iark, the two Harrys and Ben Spur"Patty has disappeared," saicl Ned. "She has been
lock set out with Ned Brainerd for the latter's home.
carried off."
When they neared the house they met two men carry"When did this happen?"
ing a ladder.
"I don't know."
"Ef yer want ter borrer er ladder, whyn't yer come an'
"When did you discover it?"
"This morning. Last night, when I returned home, I ast me fur et?" snarled one of the men.
"I did not want to borrow one," was Ned's answer.
let mysel£ in without any noise and went to bed."
"We have one of our own."
"Yes?"
"Waal, I found et up ter yure house."
"This morn,ing, when mother went to call Patty, she
"Row did it come there? How did you know it was
found the room disordered and a ladder at the window."
"Where was your sister's room?" asked Dick, inter- there?"
"Sim Black tol' me he seen et goin' by."
ested.
"You could not see it from the road. It was at the
"At the back of the house."
back
of the house."
"And you did not go then!?"
"Waal, he must er be'n 'round ter ther back then,
"No."
'cause he seen me an' tol' me erbout et."
"Did no one hear any sound ~uring the night?"
"Someone put that ladder up to the window and car"'l'hey say they did not_, and they are light sleepers."
ried
my sister off last night. What do you know about
"When did they go to bed ?"
it?"
"At the usual time."
"Donno nothin' erbout et/' said the other. "I got
"You heard nothing unusual yoursel£ ?"
ernuff gals er my own, witho¥t kerryin' off enny ·more."
"No, nothing."
"Well, I don't know who took away your ladder. I
"Do you sleep h'eavy?"
wish I did. It might give me a clue."
"No, I am a light sleeper."
"I donno nothin' erbout et. I know I had ter go arter
' "This may have happened before you came home."
et, an' me busy with hayin', tew."
"It may have done so."
They rode on and soon reached the house.
,
"There was no ladder at the window yesterday?"
Dick dismounted and went to the rear with Ned.
"No, there was not."
"I am sorry these men have been here," said Dick.
"Was the ladder yours?"
''They may have obliterated the trail left by the others."
"No."
Back of the h ouse where the laader had been placed
"Do you know whose it was ?"
Dick found a red handkerchief in the bushes.
"It looked like one belonging to a neighbor."
"Whose is that?" he asked.
" ,\. friend o.f yours?"
"I don't 'know. There arc many such worn here"No, he's a rank Tory."
abouts."
"Was there any quarrel?"
Dick lllfolded it and held it out.
"No, we had nothing to do with him one way or an"Here are the letters 'W. G.' stenciled in one corner,"
other."
he said.
"Was your sister addicted to walking in her sleep.?"
"I never knew that she was. Besides, why should she "The man we just met is named Grier," said N'ed.
"What's his christian name?"
go out of the window? We did not keep ~ ladder there
"Reuben."
habitually."
"Has he a William or a Walter or a Waldo in his
"No, of course not."
family?"
"What do you think about it?"
"No; they are all girls, Susan, Sarah, Cynthia, Phoebe
"I can't tell y&t. I shall have to think it over."
Dick sent for Bob and Mark and tbld them briefly what and Ann."
"What is Billy Green's father's name?"
had happened.
"William."
· "Get ready, boys," he added, "and we will go over to
''Then we'll look there first."
the house at once."
Bob and Mark hurried away without a word.
"You came on horseback?" Dick asked Ned.
uYes.':
OHAPTE_R XI.
"Whom do you know who would do a thing like this?"
"The' Greens might, but they were away yesterday."
LOOKING FOR CLUES.
"Would the owner of the ladder do it?"
"I don't know. We were not enemies. We were simply
"Yes, but, captain," said Ned, "Green was over to
not friends."
•
Rhode Island yesterday."
"Is there anyone else?"
"So were we, but we came back, didn't we?"
"Well, there are several with whom_we are not on good
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".Jove! I believe we've :found out something," said
Bob, who had followed Dick.
"Perhaps," said Ned. "'rhry may have come back, 01
course."
"We did not see them very late," said Dick.
"No, we did not."
".And we do not know any particular reason for their
staying all night."
"No, and Green wouldn't. It would cost him too much.
He hates to spend money. I'll wager that he had the
lightest sort of meal at the tavern."
"Then Green might have come over earlier than we
did."
"To be sure."
"Welnust find out how this handkerchief got here by
the ladder."
"Yes, we must."
Dick walked past the bushes and said :
"Here are footprints made by two persons. They lead
toward the garden."
"Whose are they, Dick?" asked Bob.
"One is made by a heavily-built man of good size, the
ol-frer by a smaller person."
"Arc you going to follow them, Dick?"
Dick walked on, Bob and Ned following.
'"I'hey go into the garden," said Dick, "but they come
out again."
"You don't see them?" asked Ned.
"Run down to where the fence is broken, Ned."
"X eel did so, followed by Bob.
"It's all right, Dick," the latter called. "They come
out here arld run along the fence."
"See if they don't turn into the road, Bob."
Bob hurried on and said in a few moments:
"Yes, they do, Dick."
"We will lose them in the road," said Dick to X ed, as
he came up, "but there are other ways of tracking them."
"You want to find the Greens, don't you, Dick?" Bob
asked.
"Yes. We must know if they had anything to do with
this, but suspicion points to th~m."
Dick then returned to the road.
.Jumping on his horse, he called all the boys together.
Then they set ofl' toward the house where Green lived,
Dick and Bob in the lead, the rest close behind.
It was something of 11 ride to Green's house.
He lived not far from the water, and when they came
in sight of the house they saw him on the doorstep.
Dick and Ned rode up, the rest hanging back, Bob the
nearest.
"Where is Billy?" asked Ned.
"I donno; somewheres 'round, I guess. What yer want
of him, you rebel?'?
"When did you come over from Rhode Island ?"
"This mornin', I guess."
"Did Billy come, too?"
"Course he did. What yer want ter know fur?"
"What were you doing up at the Brainerd house last
night or early this morning, Mr. Green?" asked Dick.
The Tory look_ed puzzled but not guilty, and answered:
"I wasn't to ther place ertall. I tol' ycr I didn't git
hum till this morn in', didn't I?"

"Yes, but I don't believe you. Is this your handkerchief?"
'l1 l1C' Tory looked at the handkerchief which Dick held/
out and snapped:
"X o, ct ain't, et's Billy's; I donno who it b'longs ter;
it ain't mine; mine's all white."
Then he produced a big white handkerchief to show
that lie told the truth.
"Where's Billy?" asked Dick.
7
'1 donno; somewheres erbout, I guess. Hi, mother,
where's Bill?"
"Why, yer know yerself he hain't be'n seen this mornin', William," said a woman's voice within.
Then an untidy-looking woman came to the door, and
.
Green said:
"What yer talkin' erbout? Bill was here ter breakfast."
"Why, William Green, yer know very well that he--"
"Do:q't mind her, she's er little teched," muttered
Green. "I guess yer'll find Bill somewheres erbout."
"I g11ess we will," said Dick, and, signaling to the rest
of the boys, they all rode on.
"What do you think, captain?" asked Ned, when thcv
·
were out of sight of the house.
"That Green lied part of the time and told the -trulh
the rest."
"They came home yesterday," said Bob, "and Bill di:;appeared some time this morning."
"Very true," declared Dick, "and now we must find
the young rascal."
"Then that is his handkerchief," said Ned.
"Yes. I thought Green might have been the big man
whose tracks we saw."
"But you don't think so now?"
"No, and I don't know who it is."
"The fellow -n·as honest when he said .he was not at
your house last night," obserYed Dob.
"Ycs," added Dick, "but Bill was. They came home
together, and Billy slipped out some time <luring the
night."
"The scoundrel!" sputtered Ned. "I did not think he
was shrewd enough."
"He had someone with him," declared Dick. "They
stole Grier's ladder in order to throw suspicion on him."
"So it would seem. They could have taken one from
our barn."
Riding along close to shore, Dick presently dismounted
and walked on a few feet.
"What is it, Dick?" asked Bou.
"Footprints. The rising tide has washed out some oE
Lhem, but the rest are still plain."
"There's been a boat shoved out," declared Bob. "You
can see the mark of her keel."
"The tide was much lower when it was done," observed
Dick.
"Yes, it must have been almost at low tide."
".And there arc two sets of footprints," said Ned.
"Does Green own boats?" asked Dick.
"Ycs, a sloop and one or two smaller ones."
"These are his?" pointing.
"Yes; I don ·t see the sloop."
"No, that is the one that was shoved out."
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".And was Bill Green in it?"

"I think he was."
".Just let me got hold of him, the hound!" sputtered
Ned.
"What are you going to do, Dick?" asked Ned.
"I don't think Green knows where Bm is," was Dick's
reply, "but he may be watching us. Ride on, boys."
They all we11t ahead except Dick, Bob and Ned.
Dick stood beside Major for a few moments, looking
out across the water.
Presently he saw a sloop round a point and come toward
them.
"Whose sloop is that?" he asked.
"Why, it's 'l'om Green's, and that's Tom Green in it."
"Older than Dilly?'~
"Yes, two or three years."
The sloop passed them and wa-s beached at a convenient
point.
Then Tom Green got out and, after tying up the vessel,
walked up the beach to the road.
"That isn't the fellow who was with Billy," said Dick.
"He isn't big enough."
"He's as big a rascal, though," said Ned.
"I'm going over to Newport, boys," said Dick suddenly.

CHAPTER XII.
A LIVELY TLIE ON THE B.A.Y.
t
"Wbat for, Dick?" asked Bob.
"To look for Patty."
"Do you think she is there?"
"Yes, I do."
"Why wouldn't she be on this side of the bay?"
"She would be found too easily."
"But if Tom Green had the sloop, how did Bill get it,
or vice versa?"
"Billy didn't have it."
"But we saw where one had been pushed out."
"That may have been Green's. Billy did not go in
that:''
"No, but we saw his tracks."
"Exactly, and they pushed off there, but in another
vessel," said Dick, ''and we must look for ,them."
"Ilow are you going to know where to look?" asked
Bob.
"There are many hiding-places among the rocks along
shore around Ncwpoi·t."
·
"So there are."
"\Ye must get a boat," continued Dick, "and have a
hunt in these places. I know many of them myself."
"I know some of them," said Ned.
"So do I," added Bob.
"I know where we can get a boat," said Neel, and then
they went on a little farther.
There was a :fisherman who owned a sailboat, and as
he was not using it at the time, he was quite willing to
lend it to Dick.
As it was not large enough to hold all the boys, a part
of them returned to the camp, taking the horses.
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Dick, Bob, Mark and Ned got in, raised the sail and
pushed off.
"We'll settle old scores with the young scamp if we
catch him," said Bob.
They had not time to change their uniforms, but Dick;
B'ob and Mark removed their coats, as it was a warm day,
and stowed them in the lockers.
Dick steered, Bob handled the little sail, and Mark and
Ned stood ready to do anything that was required of
them.
/
'l'here was a light wind, but as much as they wanted,
and they skimmed over the bay li~e a bird.
They passed b.etwcen Patience and Prudence Islands
and then headed for the upper part of the island.
They were spinning along, when Dick suddenly exclaimed:
"There's a boat with some redcoats in it!"
".Are they corning our way?" asked Bob.
"~ ot especially, although they may suspect us if we
go too close."
·
"What are you going to do?" asked Mark.
"Settle old scores and capture them," shortly.
"Jove! That's a good idea," chuckled Bob.
Dick then headed his boat towards the other.
There wore four redcoats in the boat, and they were
not experts at handling it.
Down went Dick's boat, and presently one of the redo-oats shouted:
"Hi, there, you lubbers, look out where you're going
or you'll run us down."
"It would be a great joke to do it," laughed Bob.
"I don't want to," said Dick.
Re kept on, swung alongside the other boat and suddenly said:
"Down with the sails, boys! Capture those fellows!"
Down came the sail, and in a minute they all leaped
on board the other boat, Dick taking the warp.
The redcoats were overpowered before they knew what
the boys were about.
Then the boat's sail was lowered.
"We're not going to hurt you fellows," said Dick, "but
we want your coats."
·
"By jove, I believe you're rebels!" cried one of the
prisoners.
"A pretty good guess, altl,ough we call ourselves patriots," returned Dick.
The soldiers were relieved of their coats, and then the
boys went back to their own boat, ran up the sail and
got away in lively style.
'"l'hey won't be able to catch us," said Dick.
"Not the way they were handling the boat," laughed
Bob.
"Nobody will believe them if th.ey make any fusti
either," f.;aid Mark.
"No, because they are not sailors, and soldiers don't
go out in boats."
•
·
It would take the rec1coats some little time to get up
their sail, not being used to it.
Then, by the time they set their course to follow the
boys, the latter would be well on their way.
·
Dick Slater was an expert in handling a boat of any
sort, and the others were all proficient.
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They went scurrying up the coast and at length disappeared around a point.
They passed Coddington's Cove and made for a bluff
.beyond it at some distance where there were many hiding-place13 in the rocks.
As they neared it they saw a little sloop riding at anchor
in a little cove.
"I say, Ned, do you recognize that sloop?" Dick asked.
"Yes, it's Jim D~e's."
"Bill ran off with it yesterday. I thought I h.'"Il.ew it."
"That's the fellow who tried to rob old Dexter, isn't
it?" Bob asked.
"Y cs."
"But if he ran off with the sloop, what has he got it
so near home for?"
"I've got it!"
"Well?"
"That's the roloop that Billy Green came over in. Bill
helped him carry off Patty Brainerd. He's just the sort
to 'make tracks like those we saw."
Dick ran into the COYE; and lowered the sail.
Looking about as they swung down near the sloop, they
saw no one on board nor anywhere on shore.
Dick ran alongside the sloop, ,but saw no sign of anyone
on board.
Then with a couple of oars they ran in close to shore
and beached their boat.
There were rocks all about and on]y a narrow stretch
of good beach.
Dick looked around, but the tide had been steadily rising for some time, and he saw no footprints.
"L"B'ok around, boys," he said. "The redcoats will
hardly follow us here."
There was a rough path leading among the rocks, and
J\Im·k -walked along it a short distance.
Then it divided, one part being much rougher than the
other.
'l'he1·e wns no sign of anyone about, and :Mark took the
easiest path.
•
Then Bob came up and took the other, Dick keeping a
watch on the cove. ,
Ned walked along and discovered another path, which
he folJowed.
In a short time a boat appeared at the mouth of the
cove.
It was manned by Bo:itish sailors, with a midshipman
in the sternsheets.
"Boat ahoy!" cried Dick, as the boat came on.
"On shore, ahoy!"
"Looking for the nmaways ?"
"Aye, aye!"
"So are we. Thay left a boat here, you see."
"So they did. Seen anything of them?"
"Not yet; we are looking. Better go farther along and
watch."
"Aye, aye!" and the boat pulled out of the cove and
presently disappeared.
,
In a few moments the boys returned and reported finding nothing.
"Those fellows we boarded have spread the alarm,"
said Dick, "and a ship's long boat came by just now."

"'l'he scoundrels must be somewhere about," declared
Bob, "with that boat so near."
"Yes;" was Dick's reply, "and we must find them. Come
on. V{e are safe from intrusion now."

CITAPTER XIII.
ON TTIE WRONG SCENT.

a

The midshipman took Dick for redcoat captain and
suspected nothing.
He had gone off up the coast ap.d would not trouble
Dick again.
,,,
The boys were safe to go on with their search, therefore.
They set off up the path which :Mark had followed, finding it led to the plains above.
The one that Bob had iaken seemed to end in a short
time against· the face of a cliff.
Dick was greatly puzzled.
He was certain that the girl was hidden somewhere
among the rocks.
So far, however, there seemed to be no hiding-places
big enough for a rahbit to crawl into.
Following the path which Ned had taken, Dick presently saw one leading from it.
The main path ended at a wall of rock.
This one, which Dick had discovered by accident, for
it was scarcely visible, might give better results.
It was Yery rough at first, but then became smoother,
so that it was not necessccfry to clamber over the rough
stot\es as at first. ·
Dick led the way, the rest following in single file.
There was not room for two abreast, and at times
scarcely room for one.
At last in some fine sand Dick saw a well-defined footprint.
He said nothing, but pushed on, keeping his eyes open.
Then on a bit of turf in the path he saw another footprint.
·
"iYe are going the right way at last," was his thought.
The path led up, but in another direction :from that
which Mark had followed.
At last it led along a great cleft in the cliff, where the
water surged and roarC'd. to the top.
Not far distant was a little stone house, scarcely more
than a story in height.
From the chimney of this smoke was lazily curling.
"Come on, boys," said Dick. "It is Pfsible that we
may learn something here."
The climb had been a tedious one, and the boys were
glad of a rest.
Ap1roaching the house, ])ick looked in at the open
door and saw an ill-favored woman at work, while a man
sat near smoking a short pipe.
,
The man was the one whom Dick had seen the day
before on the long wharf.
"So you got your boat, did you, Jim Doane?'? he asked,
standing at the door.
"Yus, I did," with a growl.
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"Where's Bill?"
"I donno," snarling. "Wisht I did. How'd you know.
anything erbout et?"
"Where did you find your boat? We're looking for
Bill. H~ tried to rob old Mr. Dexter yesterday."
"H'm! An' the redcoats are arter him, are they?
Wull, so am I, ther skunk!"
"Where did you find your boat?"
"Over by ther hangin' rock. I fetched her hum. I
didn't see Bill. Wisht I had."
Dick had been looking at the man sharply without
seeming to do so.
He was satisfied that Jim was telling the truth, although he would have lied soon enough if it would have
profited him.
"We saw the boat and recognized it and thought Bill
·
might be around."
"No, he ain't, an' if I see him fust, yer won't git no
chanst ter 'rest him."
"~erhaps not," with a laugh. ·"Good day."
Dick then left the house, and the whole party started
to return.
Descending the path alon?side the split cliff, they saw
the ship's long boat working along shore.
"We were on a wrong seen t," said Dick, "the same as
we have sent that boat on one."
•"It's a good way to the hanging rock,'" said Ned.
"Yes, but we can go ashore not far from it."
"You don't mean •the Jl.1:id<lletown hanging rock, do
you?" asked Bob.
"No," said Dick. "There's another one along the coast,
close to the water. It is near the spouting rock. Only
a few persons call it the hanging rock."
"Oh, I know the place. I would have gone the other
flay."
Descending the path, they found that the tide had
riseu quite a little since they had left the boat.
".Tim is not any too anxious to let people know where
he lives," said Bob.
"No, and I was deceived," was Dick's reply. "I found
some footprints and thought they must be Bill's, but they
·
were not, evidently."
"Well, we all of us make mistakes at times," answered
Bob, "but it is not very often that you make them, Dick."
"When I do, I am quite willing to acknowledge it,"
with a smile.
They got on board, pushed off and hoisted the sail.
Gliding out of the cove, they saw the long boat at some
little distance.
Having no use for their redcoats, they now took them
off and stowed them under the little deck forward.
Then they stood well out so as to pass the boat and go
ashore farther on.
The boat sailed well and passed the British sailors well
to the lee.
Then standing in toward shore, they made for the
point which Jim had described.
"It doesn't se't well," muttered Bob, "that Tory fool
getting the best of us like this."
"He hias not clone it alone," was Mark's answer.
"No, he's hacl Bill to help him, of course. I wonder
what he got out of it?"
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'\Very little if Jim Doane meets him," laugheq. Ned.
At last they ran into a little cove which they could
not have entered except at high water.
"If Bill left the boat here, he must be somewhere
about," observed Dick.
They went ashore and took a path leading inland.
They had gone not more than :fifty feet when they saw
Bill himself coming toward them.
He recognized Dick and .turned to run.
The four b'oys put after him in an instant.
Then he turned his foot and fell.
In a moment Dick sprang forward and put a pistol to
·
his head.
"Get up, Bill," he said. "I want to talk to you.'"
Bill sat up.
"I wasn't intendin' ter steal Jim's boat," he growled.
"I allers intended ter take et back." .
"That's nothing," said Dick. · "Where did you and Billy
Green take the young lady?"
"Dic1n't take .her no place," muttered Bill, •coloring.
"Didn't you take Jim's sloop oyer to the main?"
"Yus, ter take ther boy, thet's all."
"It isn't all. · You ,used it afterward. You and Billy
went over to Mr. Brainerd's, put a stolen ladder to the
window and carried off the young lady."
"Didn't do nothin' er ther sort," growlingly. "I just
took him over hum an' then come back."
"This morning?" said Dick. "Tell the truth, Bill.
Where is she?''
Bill looked -uneasy and :finally answered:
"I donno. We did go an' git her, an' then I left ther
boy an' come over. ''I'was long towards ..mornin', I guess.
You find ther boy."
Dick was satisfied that the man was not lying now and
said:
"Come, boys."
CHAPTER XIV.
RESUMING THE SEAlWII.

Leaving Bill setting on the ground,' the four boys hurried down to the water's edge and pushed off.
The tide was just beginning to fall.
In a few minutes more they would have had great difficulty in getting out.
They pushed off, hoisted the sail and scudded out upon
the bay.
The long boat was near them and gave chase.
Another vessel, a little cutter flying the royal colors,
joined in the pvrsuit.
"Hallo, they are bound to catch us, it seems," saiJ
Dick.
Then he stood acr'oss the bay, keeping his sail well
trimmed and making good speed.
"But I don't think they will," laughed .Bob;
"The cutter has a better chance than the long boat/'
observed Mark.
"Very likelJ; but we'll show her our heels, too." .
"Lie to or we'll fire!" came the command, spoken
tlirough a trumpet.
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Dick I1aid no attention to the summons.
"\Yind ·and tide were favorable, and he stood on.
Then there came a puff of white smoke- from the cutter's bow.
Boom!
A small shot went whistling through the air.
It fell short of the sailboat, and Dick kept right on.
In a few minutes another shot was fired.
·
The cutter had kept up the chase, her commander evidently hoping to overhaul Dick.
The second shot fell nearer than the first, but did no
damage.
"Try again if you don't succeed," laughed Bob.
"Oh, you can try," added Mark, "and keep on trying,
but that's all the gqod it will do you."
The cutter fired a third time, but Dick tacked at the
same moment and the shot flew wild.
'rhen Dick stoou on, and the cutter gave up tbe chase.
"Good-by!" laughed Mark, waving his hat.
"And a good riddance," sputtered Bob. "I could have
told you that it was 0£ no use in the first place."
"Well, we have been on a wild goose chase," said Mark,
as they neared the shore. "What are you going to do
now, Dick?"
"Look for this scamp. There are hiding-places on this
side of the bay as well as on the other."
~
"Very true," ·agreed Mark.
"Do you suppose Green knows anything about it, captain?" asked Ned.
"No, I think not."
"He would know the risk of such a proceeding, of
course."
"Yes, and would be afraid to undertake it."
"Then Billy did not consult him in the matter?''
"No, and the old man -knows nothing of it, I am sure.,"
"Then how are we going to set to work?" asked l\Iark.
"Keep a watch -0n Billy and follow him," said Dick.
Drawing up the boat and taking out the scarlet coat;;
of the British soldiers, Dick said:
"We had better go to the camp now and search for this
scoundrel later."
"If I catch him, I will settl~ with him in short order,"
!'aid Ned, angrily.
"You had better come to the camp with us," said Dick.
"We will send word that we are on the trail at last."
Nearing the camp, Mark said with a laugh:
"I see Patsy on guard. I am going to give him a scare."
Then he put on a red coat over his own and went f.Qrward.
The others hung back out of sight.
Patsy was diligently marching up , and down, when all
at once he saw a supposed redcoat approaching.
"Oh my, oh my, wud yez luck at dhat, Cookyspiller?"
he cried. "Here comes a ridcoat."
"What you doed?" asked Carl.
"Shure an' Oi'll capther him, so Oi will."
Mark kept straight on, and Patsy roared:
"Shtand an' deliver, ye red-coated vilyan! Surround
him, Cookyspiller!"
Other Liberty Boys, hearing the noise, came running
out.
"Surrendher!" roarc<l Patsy.

None of the boys ever firep. on an enemy unless they
were in danger themselves.
"Why, that's :Mark, you silly fellow," laughed Harry
Thurber.
·
·
"Go'n wid yez. Shure an' don't Oi know Uark is as
good an American as mesilf?" said Patsy, indignantly.
"Here, arrest the coat, Patsy," laughed l\Iark, quickly
pulling it off and throwing it at the bewildered Irish
boy.
"Shure an; it's Mark, afther all," laughed Patsy, and
then Dick and the others came up.
"I told 31eu it was," said Harry.
"Yis, but who wud iver expect to see Mark Morrison
in a rid coat intoirely ?"
"I knowed dot was Mark been alretty all der dime,"
said Carl.
"Go'n wid yez."
"Sure I did, mid I t'ought dot w~s a good shoke."
"Cookyspiller?" said Patsy.
"Y&h. What it was?"
"Yez are no relation to Gin'ral Washington, me bhy."
"I was knowed dot meinselluf."
"He niver towld a loi in his loife," added Patsy.
Then the boys all laughed.
"Humbug!" said Carl, walking away.
"But how did you get the red coat?" asked Ben Spurlock.
"Here are more of them," said Bob. "They may come
handy some time."
"What! Four of them?" cried Ben. "You boys have
been having an adventure, I guess."
"Several of them," chuckled Mark. "Did you . ever
know Dick Slater to go out and not have one?"
"Not often, at any rate," answered Harry; "but let u&
hear all about it."
"Yez'll ha..fe yer dinner forst," said Patsy. "Dhe bhys.
are all as hungry as wolves, Oi'll go bail."
"Quite true," said Dick, with a laugh.
During the meal the boys related their adventures, all
the Liberty Boys listening with the greatest interest.
"How are you going to catch this fellow, Dick?" asked
Mark.
"A number of us will have to watch for him at the
house, on the road and along shore."
"And then nab him when we see him?n
"No, but follow him. If we catch him he will say
nothing."
"But if we :follow him to where he has left Patty, then
we'll have proof."
"Exactly; and that is what we want."
.J
Later in the afternoon Dick, Bob, l\Iark and several
others who knew the young 'l'ory by sight set out to
watch for him.
Some were concealed near the house, some on the road
and some along shore.
l\1ark saw Billy coming along the road an hour after
he had posted himself'.
'rhe young Tory went to his house where Bob was
posted.
He remained here for half an hour and then went. out.
:Meantime Tom Green had left the house, but no a-ttention was paid to him.
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When Billy went out, the word was passed to the boys
None of the other boats had any oars, so he had to take
by means of signals.
one or nothing.
'
Dick finally followed him along the shore to the boats.
He was expert at sculling, however, and so was indifferBilly took a rowboat and went fishing, being in sight ent whether he. had one oar or two.
for an hour or more.
The moon was not more than half an hour from the
He finally came in with a string of fish, tied up his line of its setting, and Dick knew that tinrn was precious..
boat and went home. .
, He could see Tom rowing vigorously, but with his back
Here he remained till just before sunset, when he went to the stern.
out again.
"He wants to see where he is going," thought Diek.
This time he went to a neighbor's for some eggs, re- "That gives me one advantage, as he does not see me."
turning at once.
In rowing ordinarily one has his back to the bow an<l
After dark Dick watched the house, but for an hour or leaves the guidance of the boat to the steersman.
more nothing was seen of Billy.
When one is alone and going through a difficult pass-Then a light was seen in his room, and Dick saw him age, he is apt to set with his face forward and row m
going to bed.
·
backwater style.
An hour later, when all was dark in the house, Dick saw
This was what Tom Green was doing.
,
Dick sculled rapidly and noiselessly, keeping the rower ·
'l'om Green steal out, there being a young moon which
gave some light.
in sight and not attempting to get too near.
A point of rocks jutting well out into the water hid the:
'rom was bigger than Billy, and Dick therefore knew the
difference.
view of the bay from Bob.
The road took a detour around the point, and Boi
Tom le£~ th~ house cautiously and hurried along the
ro,~d, keeping ~ the ~h~dows.
.
,, . therefore lost sight of Tom.
Dick followed however realizing the advantaO'e
of havJove! I ·believe this 1s the fellow we want to watch,
0
was Dick's thought.
ing two to foll~w the T~ry.
The crescent moon was disappearing behind the hiJTu,
when Tom urged bis boat between two great rocks and
glided out of sight.
OHAPTEH. XV.
Dick followed quickly, turning in where he had seen
r ,
the Tory turn.
A CH.ANGE OF B.I.SE.
He heard nothing, but saw a glimmer of light.
Then
he made out Tom in his boat lighting a lantern.
It had suddenly occurred to Dick that Billy Green was
In
another
moment the boat glided forward, the lanperhaps only the tool of some older scounarel.
tern
resting
on
the forward thwart and throwing a gleam
Seeing Tom sneaking out of the house gave him an
ahead.
idea.
,
Dick could not see it as the Tory was in between it and
"Perhaps Billy was only a catspaw," he thought, "and
him,
but he conld see the gleam on the rocks at each
'fom is the one to watch."
side.
He hurried on, therefore, making no noise and keeping
Then it suddenly disappeared and all was darkness.
the Tory in sight most of the time.
The Tory had turned a corner of the rocks which townTom kept in the shadows as much as possible, and onc/3,
when he heard a late traveler coming along the road, eel far above his head.
Dick now sculled less rapidly, fearing to run on tlre
crept into the bushes.
Dick did the same, working nearer to the Tory the rocks.
"The rascal has found some nook in the rocks where
while.
he
has hidden Patty," he s-aid to himself. "I must be
The belated wayfarer went on his way, and then Tom
cautious."
crept out and hurried on.
I-ie went on slowly, seeing nothing of the light, hearing
Bob was on guard at the fork of the roads.
nothing
but the murmur of the waves and the sighing of
He would have let Tom go on without following.
the
night
wind.
Dick, who knew he was there, signaled to him, however_,
The bow of the boat presently bumped against a rook.
to follow.
~
Dick could see nothing, but now he :felt along the
He came up with Bob in a few moments and whispered:
"I believe we have been watching the wrong fellow." rocks and pushed the boat ahead.
He_ rounded a point, but still could see nothing, hcll:I'
"Say you so, Dick?" in a whisper.
notlimg. ·
"Yes, and I am going to follow this one. Come on.-"
The two 1oys then hurried on, keeping Tom in sight.
".At all even ts, I can wait," he said' to himself.
, The Tory presently went to the shore and unfastened
Gliding along, feeling his way by the rocks along.n~
one of the rowboats.
he listened intently.
...
The boat presently tumed another corner of .the Toeb
"Follow along shore, Bob," said ])ick. "I'm going to
and glided on.
take a boat."
~ Bob hurried along shore without asking any questions. Dick could see a star or two overhead and their rebThen Dick untied a boat with only one oar in it and tions in the water below, but presently the rocks she}AR1'
}tushed out carefully.
above him and the stars were shut out.
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Then the boat bumped against the rocks again ancl
everything was dark and still.
The boat. did not glide on, and Dick, feeling along the
rocks in the dark, found himself in a ppcket.
"The rascal has got the best of me for the moment,"
he murmured, "but if I get in here, I ought to get out."
Laying down his oar, he lighted a sulphur match and
held it up.
There were rocks on three sides of him.
Pushing the boat along, he at last left the pocket and
gU,ded out into a P.assage leading to the bay beyond.
.l;ie could see two passages leading in §hore, but could
not determine which was the right one.
Whichever one he took might prove to be the wrong
one, and Tom might escape while 'he was working his
way out.
Dick's match went out and left him in the dark.
He held the boat steady by putting his hand on the
wall of rock and waited.
·
"He'll have to come out some time," was his thought,
"and I can wait all night if need be."
All was dark and still around him, the winds and waves
-seeming to have gone to sleep.
He kept his boat from moving by holding on to a jagged
•point of rock and waited.
At length his sharp ear caught a sound.
There was a boat coming.
The water lapped against the rocks, and Dick's boat
rocked gently.
Then he saw a light on the water, although as yet he
could not see its source.
In a few moments he saw the lantern on the bow of
TofU's boat.
The Tory was sitting with his £ace to the bow, rowing
forward.
Dick pushed his boat back into the shadows.
It was not so important to catch Tom G-reen as to
rescue Patty.
Once ijhe Tory was out of the way, Dick knew that he
could find the girl now.
He knew which way to take now, and there could not
be many more false turns.
He glided back into the false passage, therefore, as Tom
'
-came ·on. .
~'Confound her!" he heard the Tory mutter. "I'll get
-a ·parson and make her marry me to-night."
Then he went on, and before long Dick saw him making
his way toward the bay.
Then the lighp disappeared.
Dick knew enough now to find his way without much
trouble.
He worked along till he had reached the lead which
Tom had just left.
·
Then he lighted a sulphur match and held it up, working the sculling oar wit4 one hand.
The boat glided on, turning in and out, but at last
Dick saw a little stretch of shelving beach ahead of him.
Beyond that was a dark hole in the rocks like the entrance to a cave.
"At last!" he muttered.

CHAPTER XVI.
LOST IN THE FOG.

Dick now felt that he had come at last to ·the secret
hiding-place where Tom Green had ·put Patty.
As the bow of his boat grated on the sand, his match
burned down to his fingers.
Re let it fall into the water with a hiss and jumped
out.
Pulling the boat ur clear of the water, he lighted another match.
Then he entered the cave.
The water invaded it at times, he could see.
There were marks on the wall which showed that sometimes a boat could come right into it from some distance.
Pushing on, Dick called out:
"Hallo, Miss Patty, where are you?"
The echo of his words was all the answer that Dick received. ·
"The scoundrel may have gagged her," was his thought
as he pushed on.
Then in the distance he saw something white on the
rocks.
Pushing forward, he saw that it was Patty Brainerd,
gagge.d as well as bound.
"The"brute!" he muttered as he sprang forward.
"It is I, Dick Slater," he said. "We have been looking
:for you all day."
Throwing the match upon a pile of dry seaweed close
at hand, Dick soon bad a cheerful blaze.
Drawing his knife, he cut the girl's bonds and removed
the gag.
·
"Thank you," said Patty. "I did not know if anybody
would ever find me in this out-of,the-way place."
"It was only by accident that I thought to follow Tom
Green," rnid Dick. "We have been following Billy all
day."
"It was Billy Green who carried me off," said Patty,
"he and a hig, evil-looking brute of a man I had never
seen."
"Did they bring you here ?"
"Billy Green came part of the way and Tom took me
the rest. He was at the bottom of it."
"His brother was only a tool, then?"

"Yes."

·

"Did 'l'om say you must marry him,"
"Yes, and I :vowed I wouldn't."
"He has gone to get a minister now."
"I will never marry him!" cried Patty, indignantly.
"Of course you won't," with a smile. "Come, we must
leave this place. Can you walk?"
"I don't know. I have been bound a long time."
"Let me help you ."
Dick assisted the girl to her feet and helped her to
walk to the entrance of the cave.
Then he lifted he into the boat, took up the oar and
glided out of the passage, in and out, until he at last saw
the open bay before him.
"Mr. Tom will be greatly astonished when he comes
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oack to find the cave empty and his prisoner gone," said
Dick.
"I wouldn't have married him even if you had not
come," declared the girl emphatically.
"'iVe lmyc been looking for you all day," said Dick.
"We have been over to Newport and have had no end
of adventures."
"Did Ned tell you?"
"Yes, and he has been with us. We found certain
clues, and we thought that Billy Green was the offender."
"No, he waa just a tool of Tom's, although he is a
young rascal himself."
" I never suspected Tom, but then I had not seen him,
knew nothing of him, in fact."
"But I wonder that Ned did not."
,
"We found clues pointing to Billy and followed them,
never giving a thought to anythi:(lg else."
"I see."
"It was only until I saw Tom leave the house secretly
that I thought of him at all in the matter."
"Ile has been here twice to-day."
"Exactly, :mcl we never thought to follow him, having
Bill_\' in mind."
"Sh! Don't you l10ar something?"
"Ycs," answered Dick. "'rlrnrc is a boat coming. I
can't make it out yet, but I hear the oars."
"Do you suppose it is Tom Green returning?" in a low
tone.
"It may be."
"He must not know that I have escaped."
"No, not yet."
Dick could presently make out the dim outlines of a
boat in the gloom.
The stars were out, but it was quite dark, and there was
a mist on the water ,rhich prcYented things being seen
to any great distance.
'l'he mist was rapidly gro.wing thicker, too, and threatened to soon prove a great obstacle to their progress.
The tide had turned and the water, being much colder
than the air, caused the mist to rise.
It formed so rapidly now, in fact, that in a short time
Dick could only see the stars overhead and nothing
around rum.
'rhen he heard Tom Green say, growlingly:
"Confound this fog! I am afraid we can't get there
now."
"It is very annoying," said someone.
"She shan't get away," with a snarl. "I haven't taken
all this trouble for nothing."
"No, and you've got to do something or the Brainerds
will get after you, and your life won't be safe."
"'rhat's all right. If I marry her they ean't say nothing. You'll do your part?"
"Yea, of course, if I am well paid," with a laugh.
"That'll be all right. I'll pay you what I said I would.
I'm going to marry that girl, no matter what it costs."
"It's unfortunate th~t this fog came up. It may last
all night."
"Huh! Ifs lucky if it don't last all day."
"Still, there will be more chance of our getting somewhere by daylight."
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"Once I reach the rock I can get to the cave, but the
trouble is to get to it."
"Have you any idea as to the direction? Can't you tell.
by the stars?"
"I suppose I might if- Huh! I can't see the stars,,
now."
He was right, the mists having closed in all around'
them.
They did not say anything for some time, and meanwhile Dick's boat lay idle on the water.
He took in his oar and put his coat about the girl to
keep her from being chilled by the fog.
At length they heard Tom say, much nearer than before:
"We're drifting, I guess. tf we only drifted to the
rocks it would be all right."
"Maybe the tide will help us. It- is coming in.',.
"Yes, maybe it will. I ain't going to be cheated after
I've gone to all this trouble and taken so many risks."
"No, I wouldn't be."
"I've got to get Billy out of the way, too, or he may
get scared l),nd tell something."
"Yes, he might."
"Ned Brainerd and the Liberty Boys suspect him. We
worked it so tbey would, if they suspected anyone. The
blame fool didn't have to drop his handkercher, though."
"No, ' that was careless."
"Too blame careless. Well, I'll get him out of the way,
and then Dick -Slater can say wb:'at he likes after I've
married the girl:"
"No, he can't do anything after-"
Bump!
1"1' ,
The two boats had suddenly collided, as Dick ' had
thought they would.
"No, but Dick Slater can do something now," said Dick.

CHAPTER XVII.
A FRIEND IN NEED.

True to his promise, Dick Slater reached out, seized one
of the ruffians by the col1ar and tumbled him into th&
water.
It was the accomplice of Tom.. Green, as Dick knew liY,
his startled cry as he struck the water.
"Now it's your turn, Tom Green," cried Dick.
He could see nothing, on account of the clammy fog
all around him.
He could hear, however, and he could feel.
He judged in what part of the boat Tom was by tha
sound.
·
Reaching out, he caught the plotter by the throat.
In another moment he was floundering in the water.
Then Dick gave the boat a vigorous shove and sent ii:
many yarns.
"There! Now look out for yourselves, you sneaks!" he
cried. ·
Then he caught up his oar and sent his own boat gliding
off in quite another direction.
I
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<~Aren't they in danger of drowning?" asked Patty, an.x:rionsly.
.c'No, everybody hereabouts swims. The ducking will
ifo them good. Besides, they may find the boat."
Tom Green and his accomplice were heard calling to
- tach other for some moments.
...,
Then Tom came across the boat and clambered into it.
"Hallo, Jake, I'm in the boat," they heard him say.
"Where are you?"
· "Out here." Show your light. You've got a lantern,
,haven't you?"
'"Yes, but my matches are all wet."
·" Aren't there any in the boat?"
'"I donno. Follow my voice and come this way."
; 'Whether Tom got a light or not, they could not say,
f;'he fog being so thick all about them.
They presently heard Tom caution his comrade to be
careful about getting into the boat, howeYer, lest he
should upset it.
"He has picked the other man up," said Patty.
''Yes, and a jolly uncomfortable -time they will have
of it, ioo, in their soggy clothes."
1 '.Are you sorry for them?" with a laugh.
"Not a bit. They deserve all they get and more. I
am afraid that Ned would have administered a much
severer punishment upon them if he had put his hands
on the scoundrels."
~•I am quite sure he would. Ned is Yery fond of me
and is of a passionate temper."
"I don't blame him," replied Dick. "I might have
clone more to those two miscreants if I could ha-v-e seen

\hem."
For a time they heard Tom Green talking, but the
fl'Ounds grew fainter and at last were not heard.

The boats had drifted apart, but Dick had no idea in

what direction he .was going.
There was little likelihood of the fog's lifting before
daybreak unless something unusual took place.
"It must be after mrdnight," said Dick, "and as the
nights are short now, it will not be_very long to clay light."
They seemed to be drifting, but they had no idea
whither.
At length they heard a clock somewhere strike two.
"Where is that clock?" asked Patty.
ul don't know, I am ,sure. ,Have you~a tmvn clock?"
-"Yes, but that does not sound like it."
"The fog may alter the sound."
"Very true. You don't suppose we have drifted across
the bay, do you?"
"I don't ]mow, I am sure. Sounds can often be heard
a long distance in a fog."
"Yes, to be sure."
~'It seems hardly likely that we can have passed between
the islands without knowing it."
"No, it does not."
·
-" And yet it is quite possible that we mqy have done so."
"Yes, so it is."
~ AU we can·do is to wait for daylight."
"That is all, I suppose," with a sigh of resignation.
e•If you are sleepy," suggested Dick, "lie down and
eover yourself with my coat."

Patty at first said she did not need to, but before long
she began to yawl).
Then she stretched herself out upon one of the thwarts,
and Dick covered her snugly with his coat.
In a few minutes he heard her breathing regularly afd
knew that she was asleep.
The boat drifted on in the fog, and at length Dick
heard a church clock strike three.
It sounded much nearer to him than before, but he
could not tell where it might be.
With all his acute hearing he could not always tell the
direction of sounds in a fog, and he was not familiar
enough with the bell to be able to locate it.
"I'll know where I am when the fog lifts, doubtless,"
he mid to himself, "and that will be time enough."
It grew lighter at length, but the fog still hung ali
about him, thick and clammy and impenetrable.
Patty still lay asleep on the thwart, and he did not
awaken her.
He heard the church clocks striking four, by which time
it was quite light.
It was not yet time for the sun to rise, and the fog
might not lift immediately after it did.
It struck five and then, some time afterward, Dick
heard a sunrise gun somewhere.
Later he began to sec objects dimly through the fog.
He saw the masts of vessels and some warehouses, and
at last made out that he was near a wharf.
"We h,we.come over to Newport," he said to himself.
"It will be as well to get away before I am discoveTed."
Picking up his oar, he sculled to the nearest wharf ancl
tirtl up his boat.
Then Patty awoke witp. a yawn, sat up, looked about
her with a puzzled expression and asked where they were.
"We are at Newport," answered Dick. "We must not
remain here long, but I think I had better get you something to eat first."
"I am certainly very hungry," said Patty.
"Will you go with me, or will you wait?"
"It will be safer to go with you, I think," she replied.
Dick put on his coat, lifted Patty to the wharf and then
set off, taking her arm to assist her.
•
There were cooked food shops and eating houses on
Thames street, he knew, and they might :find something
nearer.
As he walked on, Dick saw that he was not far from the
queer little old house where Mr. Dexter lived.
People were stirring in some numbers, and he saw that
there was a good deal of excitement over something.
Three or four men looked at hin1 sharply and even with
a certain amount of suspicion.
"They haYen't got over the capture of General Pres•
cott," he thought.
He hurried on, anxious to get somewhere out of sight,
when he saw Rome redcoats coming along a side street.
Then a rough-looking man stepped. up and said:
"You're a rebel. I know you well. Hallo, here's-- ''
Dick suddenly laid the fellow by the heels and hurried
on, holding Patty's arm.
,,
Then he saw a familiar form beckoning to him from a
doorway.
It was Ebenezer Dexter.
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CH.APTER XVIII.
A. NARROW ESCAPE.

Hurrying forward,. Dick and Patty entered the house
of the queer little old man and the door was shut and
barred.
"I fortunately saw you, my young friend," said the old
man, leading the way to the sitting-room, "and recognized your danger in a moment."
"I am very thankful that you did, sir," answered Dick.
"I could have escaped alone, but with this young lady it
would have been different."
"But you would not leave her?" and the old man looked
sharply at Dick.
"No, indeed. She is a good patriot and under my protection. She lives on the main. We have been through
some strange adventures."
There was no unusual sound in the street outside, and
Dick was certain that no one had seen him enter the
house.
"Excuse me a moment, young sir," said Mr. Dexter.
"The fellow whom you overturned may have seen whither
you went."
He left the room, but returned in five minutes, saying:
"I do not think he suspects that you are here, for I see
nothing of him. The soldiers passed, but ·no one directed
(
them hither."
"You may think it strange that I am here after what
occurred the other night," said Dick.
"Yes, and very hazardous, I should say. Were you concerned in that affair?"
"Yes, we were settling old scores. General Lee will
now be exchan'ged."
"It was a daring piece of work, but you are a daring
boy. I saw that the other day."
Dick then explained how he came to be in Newport.
"I will see that you leave it in safety," said the old
man, "but first let us get you your breakfast. I keep
no maids nor man sen·ants, as you may know, but I will
serve you as dainty a breakfast as one can wish."
"Don't put yourself to any extra trouble on our account, Mr. Dexter," said Patty.
"You vill want to freshen yourselves after your night
in the fog," said the old man to Dick.
"I certainly should."
'fl will show you to a dressing room. I would suggest
a change of attire. I have certain garments which belonged to my son. You are at liberty to use them. The
young lady had perhaps better wear something of the
same sort, although it•is not considered mocrest for. women
to aRsume male attire."
"Would you wear boy's clothes in order to effect your
escape?" asked Dick.
Patty blushed and answered:
"I have worn Ned's clothes before now for a frolic.
. Yes, if it is necessary, I will do so."
"I will pick you out t;,ro suits," said the old gentleman.
Re led the way to a little room on the floor above, and
handed Dick two suits of boys' clothes from a press.
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One was snuff color and the other black; both were of
fine cloth and trimmed with silver buttons, having falla
of lace at the throat.
.
"Something less pretentious would setve as well, sir,n
said Dick: "Homespun would not come amiss."
"You are welcome to them," said l\Ir. Dexter. "I wisli
to aid the cause all I can."
"Yes, I know that," said Dick. "These suits will not
attract too much attention?"
"No, there are many such worn. If you like, you can
replace the lace in yours with a neckcloth of linen."
"It would be better," said Dick, who chose the snuffcolored suit, that being larger than the other.
He and Patty were then left to themselves to 1:Y1ke the
change in their attire, while the old man went l:lelow to
prepare breakfast.
Dick was in the sitting-room first, but Patty came in
soon a£ter, looking very smart in black hose and breeches
and a neatly-fitting black coat and waistcoat with lace
at the neck and sleeves.
Her shoes were fastened with- silver buckles, and she
looked like a boy on a holiday, and a very handsome bo1,
at that."
"You might be your own brother Ned," laugfed Dick.
"Certainly no one would know us now who met us in the
s,t reet a while ago."
"No indeed."
Mr. Dexter presently came in and invited them to thtl
dining-room for breakfast.
The room was small but scrupulously clean, and every- •
thing in it, silver, china, glass and the rest, was of tbs
best.
The breakfast was simple, but was well served, and botti
Dick and Patty enjoyed it after their night in the fog.
"Don't forget, captain," said the old man, "that I am
at your service. I am not as rich as many think, but
1 have not many years to live, and what little I have cao
well be spared to aid my country's cause."
"You have done me a great service, sir," said Die~
"and I am certain that you are a good friend of om
country. I trust that you may live long enough to see
9ur independence acknowledged by Great Britain."
"I trust I may, but dare not hope it," was the reply.
After breakfast Mr. Dexter looked out.
'fbe street was quiet, and there was no undue excite..
ment to be noticed.
The sun was well up now and the fog had lifted.
Dick thought it was better to leave as soon as possibl~
therefore, before there were too many stirring.
The old gentlell}.an furnished them with hats to matcli
their clothes, and they looked like two very neat ma
trim boys as they stepped into the street.
Then they set off down the street, and Patty found tha\
it was much as Dick had predicted.
They had reached the wharf, when Patty suddenlJ
caught Dick's arm and said in a low, frightened tone:
"There's Tom Green now. Ile will denounce us!111
"Sh! Leave him to. me," said Dick.
Tom Green and a companion were coming up the wharf.
Dick walked straight on, having no alternative bnt to
do so.
J:.

.
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Tom Green shot a fierce glance at him as they met face

to face and then passed on.
. His companion hurried on after him as if fearing that
he, too, might be puni~hed.
·
Keeping on, Dick reached the place where he had left
his coat.
He found it perfectly safe and helped Patty in before
getting in himself, and then pushed oft
CHAPTER XIX.
SAFE HO:i\fE AG.A.IN.

'l'hey met Ned at the camp, and for a moment he did
n9t recognize Patty.
Then he took her in his arms, danced about with her,
hugged and kissed her and finally said:
"You'd better get on your own clothes as quick as you
can, sis. You look better in them."
"But they tell me I Jook very well in these," teasingly.
Then she straddled and thrust her hands in the pockets
of her breeches.
"Hallo, what's this?" she cried.
Drawing out her hands, she showed thrm to be full
of silver and gold pieces.
"That's the old gentleman's work," she said. "These
are for the cause."
''·P erhaps he has done the same by me," said Dick.
Putting his hands in his pockets, he drew out a handful
of money, just as Patty had.
"The old gentleman told me he meant to do something," said Dick, "and this is the way he does it.• This
money will buy us many things we need, and enable us
to do all the better work for our glorious cause."
Ned took Patty home, where she was joyously received. •
The Greens disappeared from that part of the country,
it having got around that r:l'om had had Patty abducted
and had tried to force her to marry him.
1
The Liberty Boys left the vicinity shortly afterward
to go to other fields.
They returned to it later and took part in Sullivan's
raid on Rhode Island, which might have proven successful but for the selfish conduct of Count d'Estaing, who
sought his own glory rather than that of the country.
General Prescott was exchanged for General Lee in the
following year, and returned to Rhode Island, where hecontinued the course of petty tyranny which had made
him so unpopular.
The Liberty Boys had occasion to pay off old scores
many times even after Preseotf's release, and the redcoats had reason to remember them.
Lieutenant-colonel Barton was presented by Congress
with a sword for his gallant conduct at the time of Prescott's capture, while Dick Slater and his gallant Liberty
Boys were not forgotten.
All the Liberty Boys liked Patty Brainerd, but there
was one whom she liked better than all the rest and after
the close of the war she became his wife.
Old Mr. Dexter lived to see the triumph of the American cau!'le, as Dick had said he would.

Dick and Patty were taken for two boys simply having
some fun on the river.
Farthfr out on the bay the cutter they had met the
day bet'ore came along.
."Want a tow?" asked Dick, saucily, as he sculled past.
The commander of the cutter thought this a very good
joke and kept on.
Nearing the main, they saw a sailboat approaching.
Dick recognized it in an instant.
"There's old man Green, I guess," he said. "It's his
sloop, anyhow."
"Yes, so it is."
"He's king Billy away for his health, no doubt,"
shortly.
As the boat came on, Dick recognized Green and Billy
in the standing room.
Coming closer, the old Tory shouted:
"Hi, that's my boat yer'vti got. What yer be'n doin'
with et, yer robber?"
"Chasing up your son, Mr. Green," replied Dick. "I
lost him in the fog. Y cm'll find him over at Newport.
1Taking Billy over there till this thing blows over, eh?"
"I donno what yer torkin' erbout," snarled Green.
"Yer fetch our boat _back, yer rebel," shouted Billy,
<cor yer'll git took in charge."
· "I wouldn't talk about that, Billy," laughed Dick.
"They made a stool-pigeon of you, but you lmew what
you were doing just the same."
''We fooled you ennyway, yer blame rebel!"
'"Shut up!" snarled Green, and the boat sped on.
Reaching the shore, Dick put up the boat and started
for the camp with Patty.
They presently met Mark on his big gray.
He looked at them and said with a laugh:
"Well, I know you, Dick, and you look as handsome as
ever, but the other boy-it isn't--"
"Yes, it is," laughed Patty, 'blushing. "You don't say
THE END.
I look as handsome as ever, lieutenant."
"Well, you do, all the same; but why this masquerade?" R;acl .. "THE LIBERTY BOYS AND TRUMPETER
BARNEY; or, THE BRAVE BUGLER'S DEFIANCE,"
"It's a long story, Mark," said Dick.
"Bob said that Billy was only a stool-pigeon, and we which will be the next number (369) of "The Liberty
3id not bother with him. We thought we would wait Boys of '76."
till you returned."
Mark offered Patty his horse, and she took it very
graciously.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
They met Bob and others when near the camp, the a.re always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
boys not being puz:ded at Dick's absence on account of newsdealer, send the price in money or postags stamps by>
the fog.
· Ned Brainerd was for going to old man Green and de- mail t.o FRANK TOUSEY, PUl3LISEER, 24 UNION
nouncing him, but Bob, who was himself a hot-head, ad- ·sQUAR.E, NEW YORK,.and you will receive the copie11
you order by return mail.
vised waiting for Dick.
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ate the hulls and meal and proved their great value as a cattle
food, and in ten years more the oil had beco~ a staple food
for humanity. The oil is now a sub$titute for olive and cod
liver oil, is used for illuminating, is excenent for packing
sardines, and forms a large percentage of packed lard. In
the past year crushers paid $80,000,000 for the cotton seed
delivered at their plants, and the products marketed at a
price far beyond that.
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FROM EVERYWHERE.
In the .Indian Territory there is an estate of 20,000,000
acres of exceedingly rich and fertile land, much of it underlaid with mineral and oil deposits of fabulous value. being
divided' among some 100,000 citizens and freedmen of the five
civilized tribes of Indians.
If your dogs are troubled with fleas a very simple way to
get rid of the pest is to provide beds of fresh cedar shavings
or, better, cedar excelsior in the kennels or wherever the dogs
sleep. II'he scent is not at an unpleasant to the dogs, but is
abhorrent.to the fleas. When a dog's coat gets thoroughly
scented, not only do the fleas leave him while asleep, but they
will not jump upo
im when he is out in the sand during
the day.
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"Kiowa Annie,'' whose real name is Ma-me-na Gatal-ka,.
a Kiowa full-blood girl, nineteen years of age, says the
Kansas City Star, owns one of the handsomest shawls in theUnited States. It has cost her $1,250 and ten years' work, and
is said to be worth about $5,000. There are 683 elks' teeth,
fastened by tiny silk cords. These teeth have been handed
down through at least three generations, and were gathered
among the Kiowa Indians by this girl. "I have never named.
a price for the -shawl,'' says Miss Gatal-ka, "and I am not
going 'to sell it. It has cost me a great many ponies and
cattle, which I suppose would have sold for as much money
as the shawl would sell for to-day, but I wanted the elks' teeth
for my own use. They represent many thousands of dollars
to-day, but they will more than double in value within ten
years. Elk have been almost entirely exterminated, and it
will be only a few years until these teeth will be worth their
weight !n gold. Many of the teeth cin my shawl were kept by
my people as sacred emblems, but I have outgrown such
notions. When Indians become educated they get all such
nonsense out of their heads. I know of another Kiowa girl
who owns more teeth than I 90. Her collection consists of
1,128, and she would not sell them for $10,000 . She is one
of the prettiest girls in the Indian country, Ah-a-tone Gotebo,
a daug~ter of the great war chief, who is now a Baptist
minister among our people. This young lady was at Carlisle
with me, and is wen educated. Her . suitors are numerous.
She owns almost twice as many elk teeth as I do, and that
may be a reason for her greater number of admirers."

A German scientist has just declared that every metal has
its characteristic odor. Not every one can detect the odor of
cold tin, copper or aluminum, but when piece$ of such metals
are heated to a moderate degree they give off' strong smells,
distinguishable by anybody. At higher temperatures metals
Jose all trace of smell, but again give off an odor on being
"Speaking of accommodating hotel managers," remarked
heated after a lapse of several hours in a cold state. Coined
a traveler, "the best I ever met was in a certain Midland
silver and gold often have a· suspicious taint.
town . I reached the hotel late in the evening. Just before
I retired I beard a scampering under the bed and saw a
Of the strange remedies employed at various periods and in
couple of large rats just escaping. I complained at the office.
various lands a writer says: "The magical powers of some
The manager was as serene as a summer breeze. 'I'n make
of the animals used to cure sickness are believed to be inthat all right, sir,' he said. 'Johnson! Take up a cat to
creased in p::-oportion a,<;; there is mystery in their modes of
life. Toads and · other patrachians come under this category, Room 23 at once!' "

HAPt>Y MOMENTS.
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and hence lizards which have been dried and neatly stretched
upon bamboo splinters are greatly in demand in China and
other countries where the primitive medical man still holcls
sway. In Japan the skin of a snake is still supposed to be a
sovereign cure for abdominal pains. Turtles, too, are regarded with great awe in China, and so are tigers' bones and carbonized monkeys' skuns, which are prepared by putting them
into clay vessels exposed to heat until the crania are thoroughly calcined. Birds are also carbonized for medicinal purposes, and the nests of certain swallows, made out of the
gelatinous substances of seaweeds, partly digested and disgorged, are believed in that country to be most vigorating as
medicine for the sick.
One of our greatest wastes in olden times was that of cotton
seed. The southern planter found his bins choked with this
product at the end of the ginning season, and after he j:lad set
aside enough to feed his cows the rest was ha\lled away by
wagon and dumped on waste lands in an effort to get rid of
it. The oil in the seed made it objectionable for fertilizing
land, and for cow feed when good butter was wanted. Fifty
years ago it was only bulky and useless garbage. In 1870 experiments showed that when the oil was pressed out the residue made a good fertilizer. In 1880 some ,investigating cows

D. H. Morris, ex-president of the Automombile Club of
America, was describing in New York the success of a certain
wily automQbile "cop." "The man's cleverness is .wonderful,"
Mr. Morris ended. "In some ways it reminds me of the cleverness of old John Jates. 'I thought you said you were going
to bring a friend home to dinner with you this evening?'
snapped Mrs. Jates, as they seated themselves at a beautiful!:,;
appointed table. 'He couldn't come,' John answered, calmly►
And then, with no little enjoyment, the clever fellow fell to
upon the first decent meal he had sat down to for some· '
weeks."
Of the sisters of a well-known New York family one ts
married. She has one little girl greatly petted by all the aunts
and subject to much advice from an of them. Of this last the
little lady sometimes wearies, which weariness on a certain
occasion made itself shown in the following reply from hersmall ladyship. Said one aunt: "If you were my child I
sl;J.ould have you do thus and thus." Said another aunt:
"Were you my child I would do so and so." The remaining
aunt made a similar remark. The little lady thought it high
time to express her own feelings. "But I have," she said,
"always been so thankful that papa married the sister he
did!"
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THE DOCTOR'S FIRST PATIENT.
0

By D. W. STEVENS.
About thirty years ago a young man who had

passed

-through all the preparatory steps took a suite of rooms in

London, had a large brass plate fixed to his door, on ·which
li1is name and calling were set forth in large letters, and for
the benefit of night-comers caused the same to be inscribed on
three sides of a large green glass lantern/ which hung before
~ aouse.
I.ate one evening in Dece_m ber the young doctor sat alone in
h!1B little study, with his feet resting on a fender before the
tire. The night was stormy, the wind sighed and howled down
Ids dtimney, and large, heavy drops splashed violently against
fr.lls window.
'fhen in a state nearly akin to sleep the doctor began to
wonder who his first patient would be, what would be the
~ e , at what time of day or night he would be called,
mfi'.dher he should perform a cure, or whether the patient
0111id die in spite of all his care.
Then again he thought of Rosa, fell fairly asleep, and
cl!re&.med of her till he heard her clear, sweet voice, and felt
the weight of her, small, soft hand on his shoulder.
A hand was indeed laid on his shoulder, but it was neither
~n nor soft. It was the rough, course member of a thicki.lmded boy from the orphan house, who had been bound to
doctor by the church-wardens, in consideration of board,
clothing and a shilling per week, besides a promise to bring
p the boy to his own calling, if he should manifest a capacitt
4',or learning.
"'Mr. Doctor, a lady-a lady, Mr. Doctor!" screamed the boy,
tl\i8 he shook the doctor by the shoulder.
A lady?" exclaimed the young doctor, half believing his
& ~ t o be reality, and almost hoping the lady might be his
~rly beloved Rosa. "Where-where?''
"Here-there-yonder-yonder!" answ~red the liloy, pointing
to a glass door which opened into the passage.
The young physician shuddered with a perceptib1' start as
ha e~ met those of his first patient. So near the door that
her face almost touched the panes of glass stood a woman of
mnoommo1.t height, in deep mourning.
'l'he upper part of her form was enveloped in a large black
~wL and' a black veil covered her face. She stood upright
SDil still, and although the doctor perceived that 4er piercing
eyes were fixed upon him from behind the veil, she made no
motion of salutation .
... Do you wish for my advice?" said the young pl'l.ysician,
~ing the door.
The veiled person neither answered nor moved, and he repsued the question in a tone somewhat stern. The person
mod&!d.
.. 'nsen I would beg of you to walk in," added the doctor.
The person stepped one step forward and turned her head
fniw:a.rd the boy, who stood with mouth and eyes wide open,
while the cold sweat dropped from his face.
..Go out, Tom, draw the curtain and shut the door," said
the doctor.
fte boy obeyed the instructions so far that he drew a green
silk curtain over the glass c;toor, shut it, and then, kneeling
&>wn. put his right eye to the keyhole.
The doctor dre~ a chair to the fire, <:ind by a motion invited
lids sile-nt patieflt to be seated. The veiled form approached,
And by the firelight the doctor perceived that her garments
were dripping with water.
"You are very wet," said he.
-ves; I am," answered a hollow voice.
'"'.And are you ill?" he asked.
AS

"I am deadly sick! Bodily not, but spiritually."
"May I ask an explanation of your words?"
"It is not for myself I ask your aid. If I were bodily sick
I should not have come at this hour, nor in such a night, nor
1
alone. Four-and-twenty hours from this, if I find myself
sick unto death, I shall thank heaven. It is for another_[
come to you. It may be insanity; but night after night, in
the long weary hours of watching and weeping, have I thought
over this plan. I know that help from men is a cold and
empty hope, but I cannot think of his being put into his
grave without an attempt to save him."
A shudder passed over the whole fo:r:m of the speaker, and
the young hearer was inexpressibly shocked.
He was just at the commencement of his professional career,
and had as yet witnessed none of those scenes of distress
which so soon harden the hear_. or the herves, at least. He
started from his chair, and sai.astily:
''If you consider the sufferer is already beyond hope, every
moment is precious. I will go w:ith you instantly. Have
you called in any other physician?"
"No!" answered the stranger, folding her hands. "Earlier
it would have been useless. It is useless now."
The young doctor stared at the riddler as if he m·eant to
read her meaning through her veil, but it was too thick.
"You are ill," said he, iµ a composed tone, "believe me, you
are the sick onP-. Drink thls, ,; at the same time reaching her
a glass of water. "Compose yourself and tell me as distinctly
as possible where the disease is, and how long you have
suffered."
The stranger raised the glass to her mouth without lifting
her veil, but placed it again on the table without tasting anu
burst into tears. After a few moments she said in a broken
voice:
"When you hear what I have to say, yof will think me mall.
I have been charged with insanity; but few treat me so kindjy
as you do. My health or sickness is nothing. I would gladly
give every moment's ease that remains to me if I might
redeem, by my sufferings, the life of him for whose sake I
am here. To-morrow he will be in mortal danger, yet to-day
you cannot see him-cannot help him."
"I will do nothing to increase your distress," said the physician. "I wish not to press myself into your mysterious secret,
but your words convey a contradiction I cannot unravel. He
of whom you speak is this night struggling with death. My
skill might probably be of use, and yet you assure me I cannot
see him. In the morning, you say, human help will be useless, and then I am required to go to him. If he is dear as
your words and appearance indicate, why not go to him before
help comes too late? If he dies while we linger, what a
weight will rest on you!"
"It will rest on others, not on me," answered the stranger.
"That no part may rest on me, give me your address and
the hour at which J shall call," said the physician.
"Jf you will come, come at nine," answered the stranger.
"One question before you go. Is the sick person under your
care?" said the physician .
"No," answered the stranger.
"And if I give you directions how to treat the patient till I
come, can you makeuse of them?"
"No," said the stranger, and tears burst out afresh.
Early the next morning the young doctor, according to the
dir:ections received, took his way to Walworth. Thirty years
ago this place was only inhabited by people of a doubtful
character. The houses were far apart, old, ruinous and miserable in every respect.
After many contradictory answers and unintelligible directions-ankle deep In black, boggy mud-the young doctoJ.: ,
stood at length before the house where his first patient was.·
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It was a poor, gloomy-looking building. The lower windows were all closed with strong outside shutters, and the
-one above was covered with a thick, yellow curtain.
No living thing was to be seen.
"I stood several minutes before the house," said the doctor,
when he ,afterwards told the story, "and went entirely around
it before J could muster courage enough to knock. I am not
a very timid man, and yet I am forced in truth to confess that
my heart beat quicker than usbal when I heard whispe11ing
•w ithin. After some time steps approached the door, the bolts
were withdrawn, and the door opened. A man stood before
me whose demeanor was not greatly calculated to give me
new courage. He was a tall man with a pale, haggard face,
over which his thick black hair hung like a veil."
"Walk in!" said the man, in a deep, sullen tone.
I walked in, and he replaced the bars and chains of the
<loor.
"Have I come early enough?" said I.
"Too early," answered the man. "But you will only have
to wait five minutes."
He opened the door and went out. I heard him fasten it
on the outside. The place in which I found myself a prisoner
was damp and cold. Two stools and a table were the only
furniture. A handful of fire on the hearth only served to melt
the frost which ran in streams down the walls.
I took a survey of the room, and then seated myself on one
of the stools by the tire to await the result of my first call
in the way of my profession. I heard something move in the
room above.
Soon after wheels came toward the house-they stoppedthe chains of the door were unfastened-voices spoke lowfootsteps went np the stairs, and I felt certain some.thing
heavy was carried up between two men.
The bearers eturned again down the stairs, the door was
again bolted and chained, and the wheels rolled away.
I arose and searched around the room to find some place by
which I might escape to the open air, when the door suddenly
opened and my visitor of the evening before entered the
room, in the same dress, with the thick veil over her face.
She made a sign for me to follow her.
I hesitated. Her silence and the unusual height of her
form excited in me a suspicion that a disguised man stood
before me; but the heavy sobs which shook her whole frame
soon removed my suspicions, and I followed her.
She led me upstairs to the door of a chamber, and made
me a sign to enter. The chamber contained a large chest, two
chairs and a bed, without curtains. The yellow curtain I had
seen from without made the chamber so dark that I stood
still; but the stranger, wjth a cry of anguish, rushed by me
and threw herself on her knees beside the bed, on which I
could now see a tall form was stretched.
The head and face were evidently those of a man. A black
bandage passed over the faee and under the chin. The eyes
were closed, and one hand lay on the covering of the bed. I
approached and took it in mine. Imagine my surprise when
I touched the hand of a corpse.
"Here is no hope," said I, ·• the man is dead."
The stranger sprang to her feet, clasped her hands wildly
together, a'nd cried in a piercing voice:
"Not so! Say not so! I cannot bear it! It cannot be so!
Men have been brought to life when they were supposed to be
dead. I beseech you, do not delay! At this very moment,
perhaps, the soul is departing from the body! For Heaven's
sake do something for him!"
With these words she threw herself on the body, and with
trembling haste began to rub his breast, hands and forehead
by turns; but as she released the hands I perceived they fell
heavily on the bed with a lifeless weight.

In the meantime I had examined the man's breast carefully
with my hands, but could perceive neit4er warmth nor motion.
I stooped down to examine the body more closely.
"Draw away the curtain," said I.
The woman did not move.
"The curtain must be moved,'' said I, peremp~orily.
Still she made no motion, and I rose for the purpose of doing it myself.
Then she threw herself upon the bed, clasped my knees and
cried out:
"Have mercy on me! Let the curtain be! If there is no
hope-if he is indeed dead-if nothing can be done for him,
why expose the body?"
"I must see the corpse," said I; and before the woman could
prevent me I tore away the curtain. The daylight streamed
into the chamber.
I returned to the bed and examined the dead body. "Here
has been violence," said I, and looked sharply at the woman,
who stood before me for the first time without her veil. It
had fallen to the floor, but she appeared unconscious of it.
She appeared to be about fifty years old'.
Her face, now deadly pale, might have once been very handsome. Her white lips trembled, an unnatural fire burned in
her eyes, and her whole person seemed oppressed by a weight
of woe.
"Here has been violence," I repeated.
"There has," feplied the woman.
"There has!" exclaimed I, sternly. "I mean the man has
been murdered!"
"Yes, Heaven knows he has! Merciless men have murdered
him!" shrieked the woman.
"An~who are they?" said I, seizing her by the arm.
"Wlio are they? Look at the mark of the slaughterers and
then ask," said she.
_ I stooped down and took ofl' the black bandage. The neck
was swollen, and a blue mark might be plainly seen around
it. I could doubt no longer, and turning away, I said: "Is
he one of the mell\ who were hung this morning?"
"Yes," answered she.
"And who is he?"
"My own-son!" groaned out the woman, and sank on the
floor.
The doctor gave the explanation and conclusion of his story
in a few words, as follows:
This man was the only child of his widowed mother-the
light of her eyes and the idol of her heart. Indulgence had
made him selfish and heartless. He had robbed her of all
her possessions, one after another; and when she could no
longer furnish him with the means of gratification he committed a robbery and died on the gallows. His mother finished
her days in a madhouse.

John Bascom has always had a keen insight into men, and
for much of his life college students constituted mankind for
him. Once when he was a "class .officer" the names of two
men were read by him as absent from morning prayers. One
of them, a pietist, stopped at his desk and said: "Professor,
when the chapel bell was ringing I was engaged in prayer
and did not hear it." "You're not excused," responded John,
with contempt in his eye and in his voice. Then calling bacl,
the other man, who was about at the door on his way out of
the room, he said to him: "Whaj,'s your excuse?" "I haven't
any, sir." "You're excused." He used to have debates in his
class-room. At one of them a student, not La Follette apparently, whom Bascom subsequently described as a "floriating
fellow," in the heat of his eloquence, said: "I wish that I
had the ability and the time to exhaust this subject." "You
have the time, " said Bascom.
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No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-ElmMESM.EBISM.
No. 81. HOW TO -MESMERI.ZE.:........Contain:ing the most ap- bracing all of the latest and most deceptive card trick's, with il•
By A. Anderson.
lustrations.
@roved methods of mesme¥ism; also ,.how to cure all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.lliaeases by animal magn~tisin, or, :tll;i.gnetic ,healing:. By Prof. Leo
Containi:!11,\" deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurora
■ugo Koch, A. C. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1C18lls. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PAL.M ISif'.RY.

No. 82. HOW TO ,DO PALMIS'DRY.-Containing the most ap•

MAGIC.

i,roved methods of reading the Jines on the hand, together with
No. 2. HOW .!.I.'() DO TRICKS.-'--The great book of magic and
f
& full t!xplanation of th~ir inea'riing. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containjng f.ull instruction on all the lea.ding card tricks
and the ke·y /for telling character by the bU:nips on the head. B1 of the d~y, also ~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
om: lea~mg m'ag1c1ans ; every boy should obtain a copy ,of this book,
U.o Hugo Koch, ·A. C. S. Fn1ly illustrated.
as 1t will both amuse and instruct.
·
HYPNOTISM.
No. 22. HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's second sight
No. 83. HOW TO HY'E}NOTIZE.-Conta.ining valuable and in• explained bJ'. his former assistant, Fred H~nt, Jr. E:J;Plaining how
lltructive · infori:nation regarding the science of bypnt,tism. Also the secret dialogues were carried on between toe magician and the
nplainlng the most -approved methods which are employed by the boy on the stage; also giving all the codes and signals. The' onl7.
Mading hypnotists of the world. By Leo llugo Koch, A.C.S.
authentic exphmation of second sig11t.
•
No. 43. HOW TO BECOl\!E A M:AGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORT,ING.
gran(lest
assortment
of.
magical
illusions
ever
placed
before
the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete
lunting and ~sliing guide ever 'published. It contains full in· pulllic. Al!(o tri&s with cards. incantations, etc.
No. 68. HO~ TO DO CHEMICaL TRICKS.-Containing over
!ltruct:.ions ab'out guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
Ollll huoored highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
tbDrether with descriptions of game 11.nd fish.
By
A. Ander$qn. Ha'.pdsomely illustrated.
No. ;26. 'HOW 'l;O R,OW, S4,IL AND BUILD A BOAT.-FullY"
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
Illustrated. Every, poy should know how, to row and sail a boat.
l'ull instructions are glven .i n this little book, together with in- jift;v of tl).e latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containmg the secret of second sight. Frilly illustrated. By A. Anderson.
atructions 'on swifin,ning anp ,ricling, ·companion ,sports to boating.
. NO'.. 70. HOW '.I.'O ~IA).{ E 'MAGIC ~OYS._oontaining full
No. 4.7. BOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- directions
for malnng MJlgic Toys and devices of Ijlany kinds. Bi
~ <:omplete treatise on tl!-e'porse. Describing the most useful horses
A.
Anderson. Fully illustrated.
'
for b!Ysiness, 'the best horses for the road ; also valuable recipes for
No. 73. HOW TO _DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
diseases pecaUar to the horse.
No. '.48. ,HOW TO ,BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tricks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. FulJy illustrated.
_No, 7_5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containinc
and the· ,'moot popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and .Balls, Hats, etc. Embracing
By O. Stansfield <Hicks.
thirty-six illu.strations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. HOW TO DO THE 'BLACK ART.-Containing a comFORTUNE TELLING.
No. i. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREJAM BOOK,- plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand,
€ontaining the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true mean- together with many_ wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson.
Ing of 'll.lmos.t any kind ·of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and cu,rious kaines of cards. A complete book.
·
MECHANICAL.
No. '23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVEJNTOR.-Every , boy
from the little -child to the aged man and woman. 'l'his little book should
bow
inventions
originated. This book explains them
know
slves the exp1anation to 'a ll kinds of dreams, together with lucky
{lll, givi~g exaJDple~ in electricity, hydraulics, J;Uagnetism, optics,
and unlu&y-Jays, andJ:Napoleon's Oracu'lum," the book of fate.
'No, '28. lIOW TO TELL FO"ItTUNES.iETeryone is desirous of pn/lumatics, mecba~1cs, etc. The most ins.trucbve boo)r -published.
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
ltno'wing V{hat 'his future life .will '\>ri:ng forth, whether happiness or instruotions
to proceed in order to ,become a locomotive en•
misery, . wealtll or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little gineer; also how
directions for building a model locomotive; together
book. 'Buy one and be convinced. !I'ell your own fortu1;.e. Tell
')Vith
a
full
description
of everything .an engineer. sho.uld, know.
the •fortune of your friends.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUSICAL 'INS!I.'RU~ENTS.-Full
No. 7.i>. 'HOW TO '.rELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- directions
to ma),{~ a B_anjo, Vfolin, .~it'/3t;ll', ..2Eoli~n 'Harp, XyloContaining *ules ifor tellirlg fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, phone andhow
other musical mstruments; together -with a brief deer the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events
scription
_of
nearly.
e."Very _rriu'\ic11-I i'ns.tru!Aen'f u~,ed ia an,cient or
by aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By .A. Anderson. modern times. Profusely
;pus~rate . ,:ay •AU!!rnQn S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty y_e ars band.master bf 'tbe . oyai.'8ebgal.,'.Mar.ines.
ATHLETIC.
No.
51). HOW TO MAKE~ ,M
I() ,VA'N\l'JllRN..,_:_Containinc
Nq. 6. , HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLE'l.'El.-Giving full inlltrucqori for ·the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the la:n'l:ero, •tb/l'eth'er~jth ;itsiii~ry and invention.
h•rizontal .bars and various other methods · of developing a good, Also full directions for It's use a.nd1forrpainting sli'des. Handsomely
·
llealthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John .!)Jen.
No. 71. HOW TO DO ,MEQHANICAL TRICKS.-Containin1
become strong and healthy by following 'the instructions contained
complete
inst;_roc!tionl!
fo'r•p'
e
:rfq+J'ntng
lover,six:ty
Mechanical
Trick1.
In this little book.
· No. [0. ,HOW rr'O ·BOX.-The art of self-.defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
~nta:iniµg over thirty 4llustrations of guards, blows, and the dirfer,LETTER •W..R~TJN~.
11nt positions 'of a good boxer. Every boy ,should obtain one of
No. 11. B'OW TO wrRITE r:;ffVE".:l}E rr.'ERS.-A most . com•
Bliese useful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box.
little
-~k
containing
full. dir:ettioJ_ls or wi;iting love-letters,
plete
('Jrithd'u_t an "instructor.
1
No. 25. HOW . TO BECOME A GYMN.AST.-Containing full lUld when to _MSe them, gnrio:g •i;peoi.men .letters for .y()Jliig and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRIT:f) L'E':f,rERS !J.'D RA.Dll!lS.¥..;,Givm1
hlstructions tor all ki.rlds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
llllmbi-acing thlrty-fiye illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. C911lt>lete instructions. foi' writipg ·1etters fi;> •-tacli~ on all subject.I;
also
letters of intrt)d,u¢tion, _:i,pfes a.nd h:Jl'ues~.
~ handy 'a.Ild useful book.
N9. 24. HOW ';1.10 WRI'.l'EJ LETTERS .TO GEN'J;'.LEJ>;iEN.- .
No. '34. HOW TO FENCEJ.-Containing full instruction foi'
fencing ana the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Cpnfaining full directiohs f.or wrjting 'tp -gentle~e~ on all subjects;
•
De~crrbed with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also givjn_g sample letters for fostruo!:i_2n.
No. 1)3. HOW 'T.0 WR.I'llEJ DE'.r'J'EJRS.-4 wonderful little
mc,s1tions ' in fencing. A complete tiook.
boo)!:, tellin,g you hpw to write to ybur s~et;_hear:t, ):Our father,
TRlCKS WITH CARDS.
mot'her, f?isteri. brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wisn -to write to. Every -young man and every younc
111!1:pla.nations of t'he general principles of sleight-of-hand app1icable lady in the fall.Cl Aboµld have, this .book.
No. 7~. IlOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.-Con•
Glo card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not reqmring
delght-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of ·taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject;,
also rulea for punctu&t'.911 and composition, with specimen lettera.
ffllplelall;y prepared ca.rd& By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.
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THE STAGE.
f
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men.1. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE4 BOYS OE' NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER_
Containing a varied assortment of 8tump speeches Negro Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing f~r home amusement and amateur• slfows.
No. 45. THE ' BOYS OF· NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
A.ND JQKI!Jt 1BOQK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~o1,1l~~.obtain this ~ook, as it contains full instructions, for orgamz1ng' an amateur· mmstrel troupe.
No. 65', MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of,the most original
joke boo\,.s ever published, and it is brimful of w1t and humor. It
contains a large- collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc., • of
Terrence Muldoon, the~great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No .. 79. H9W TO BECO:\IE· AN AC'.l'OR.-Containing complete mstrµctlons how to · make up for various characters on the
•,tage_; tog~tJ:¼'.~r with the duties of the S tage Manager, Prompter,
Scemc Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N~. 80: GUS, WILLIAMS'. JOKE BOOK.~Containing the latest Jokes, anecdot_ee1 and funny stories of this' world-renowned and
ever popular Ger~l!-n' comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. H<?W T9 _BECOME A. SPEA.KER.-Containing foo,
teen 11lustratlons, g1vmg the different positions requisite to becomfl
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems frCl!lll
a_ll the_popular !luthors· of prose and poetry, arranged in the m~
simple and concise manner po~sible.
No. 49. :EJOW TO DEB~'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting d$0
bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the bed
sources for procuring information on the questions given.
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No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation aril
'fully expl~ined by this little book. B esides the various methods of
ha_r.dkercb1ef,. fan, glove, parasol, window and bat flirtation, it con~ams a _full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which ill
m_terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happJ
,
without one.
•. No. 4. H_OW _TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsomti
httle book Jus~ issued by l!~rank Tousey. It contains full instruo,
tions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-rqom nnd at partietJ;,
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in all popular sgual'lll
dances.
No. l?· HOW T(;> M~~ LOVJP.-A c?mplete guide to lov-.
court~b1p and marriage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not i:em•
,erally known.
No: 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in th@
art o~ dressing and appearing well at home a11-d abroad; giving th0
selections of colors, jmaterial, and bow to have them made up
No. 18. HOW • TO '. BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One o·f tbQ ·
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable 1ittle books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP·A WfNDOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male an4l
full instruct~ons for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this b~
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of t,he kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely, Illustrated aM!
meats
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking
containing full instructions for the management and training of tllel
fish, game, and oysters; also pies,-puddings, cakes and all kinds of' canary, mockingltird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW T_O RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEON8 AN~
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illw,,
for
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains4information
trated. • By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women-;\ it will teach you bow to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.~Including bin~
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on , bow to cat<.!h, moles, weasels, otter, , rats, squirrels and bird!!.
brackets, cements, Aeolian bal'ps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Also how to cu're skins. Copiously illustrated; By J. Harringt«l
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUF.F BIRDS , AND ANIMALS.-.tl
' No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USEJ', ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountlaeJ
acription of the wonderful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; •and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructio_ns for making Electi:i<: Toy~, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com,,
etc. By George Trebel, A. 1\1., l\I. D. Contarnrng ' over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keepinr.
lustrations. •
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets ; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained bv twenty-eight
induction
machines,
taining full tlirections for making electrical
illustrations, makin1t it the most complete book "£ 'the kind ever
1
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
\
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW 'l'Q DO ELEC'l'RIOAL TRICKS.-Containing a
No. 8. HOW TO BECOJ\IE A SCIENTIST.-A um,ful and 1~large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks,
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex•
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mat hematics, chemistry, and di•
rections for- making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thia
ENTERTAINMENT.
No. 9. HOW TO BEOOJ\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book fflS
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelli~ent boy reading
.
this book of instructions, by a practical professor ( delighting multi- mali:ing all kinds of can di;, ice-creall!:,., syrup~ essences. etc~ 'etc.
No. 8-±. HOW TO B.i!..COME A1y AUTuOR.....'......(Jontaining full,
tudes every night with bis wonderful imitations), can master the
·th&
and
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
createst book ever published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.~A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comQ
very valuable little book just published: A complete compendium ~ition of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prine11
,
I
,1_
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·-Hiland
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. ,38. HOW TU BECOME YOUR OWN DOOT6R.-A WO!IJ,,
dei:f.ul book, containing useful and practical · information in tbll
money ·tban an:v book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to evei'J:!
book, containing the rul es and ri?gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
·
backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Cone
No. 36. HOW 'FO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regarding the collecting and arranginl
stamps and· coins. Handsomely illustrated:-of
and witty sayings.
No. 58. HO:W TO BE A DET:ii.JC'.I'IVE.-By Old King, Brady~
No. 52. HOW 'l'O PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
book, giving the ru.les and full directions for playi.ng Euchre, Crill- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, PE!dro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensi~le rqles for beginners, aQd_ also relates some adventurllll
.Auction Pitch, All Fours, and many other pow.la.r games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BEQOME A PHOTOGRAPRER.:;--ContalJBNo. 66'. HOW TO DO P.UZZLES.-Containing over three bundred interesting puzzles and. conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful iqformation regarding the Camera and bow to work it;
also bow to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and otbef
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
.
Abney.
ETIQUETTE.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It CADET.-Containing
to gain admittance,
explanations
full
Is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know course of Study, F.Jxamil)ations, Duties,bow
Staff of ' Officers, Poat
,
all 1tbout. There's happiness in it.
should!
No. 33. HOW 'I'O BEHAVEl.-Contai.ning the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire D epartment; and all a boy authoi'
of gOQd soci.ety and the easiest at?-d most approved methods qf ap• Jmow to be a Cadet, Coinpiled and written by Lu Senarens,
Cadet."
Naval
a
Becgme
to
''How
peacing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete In,
in the drawing-room.
struetions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis' Naval
(
Academy. Also containing th'e course of. instruction; descript!oa
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. l;IOW TO R,EGI'l'E ~ND BOO.,K OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch', and everytb,ing a boJ
should know to become an officer in the United States Navy'; Oo•
Dutch
-Contai.pjng t4e .1nost popular selections m use, comprising
dialect, Eren,;9 djalect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to BecclllUI '1
·
West Point Military Cadet."
y!"1 many standard' readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS, EACH, OR' ·3 FOR 25 CENTS~
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New Yorke,

m..- Latest Issues ·•.1
"WILD

WEST__ WEEKLY"

A MAGAZINE CONTAINING STORIES, SKETOHES, ETO., OF WESTERN LIFE
~ULOUD COVERS
32 P .A.GE&
H6 Young Wild West's Double Trap; or, Downing a Dangerous Gang.
266 Young Wild West After the Mexican Raiders; or, Arietta
on a Hot Trail.
267 Young Wild West and the Navajo Chief; or, Fierce Times
on the Plains.
268 Young Wild West Chasing the Horse Thieves; or, Arietta
and the Corral Mystery.
269 Young Wild West and the Mine Girl; or, The Secret Band
of Silver Shaft.

.,, WIDE

PRICE

5 CENTS

270 Young Wild West Exposing the Express Robbers; or, With
Arietta in Gold Dust City.
271 Young Wild West and the Cowboy Trailer; or, The
Ranchman's Revenge.
272 Young Wild West and the Missing Scout; or, Arietta and
the Madman.
273 Young Wild West Doomed to Death; or, Arietta and the
Rifle Queen.
274 Young Wild West on a Golden Trail; or, The Mystery o!
Magic Pass.

AWAKE

WEEKLY''

CONTAINING STORIES OF BoY FIREMEN.
CoWRED COVERS.
32 PAGES.
PmcE 5 CENTS.
H Young Wide Awake and the Maniac; or, After the Insur- 89 Young Wide Awake's Well-Won Medal; or, Winning Fire-

ance Crooks.

Department Honors.

86" Young Wide Awake's False .Alarm; or, ,:r'he Fire Captain's

90 Young vv·ide Awake's Call for Help; or, Shut off from His
Narrowest Escape.
Comrades.
86 Young Wide Awake's Mysterious Fire; or, Almost at
Death's Door.
,
'ill Young Wide Awake at the Firemen's Ball; or, Parading in
87 Young Wide Awake Over a Volcano; or, The Trick of the
the Face of Death.
Mad Provost.
88 Young Wide Awake and the Frozen H)'drant; or Fire- 92 Young Wide Awake's Daring Dive; or, Hot Work at 11!
Fighting in a Blizzard.
Mill Fire.

"FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY"
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MA.KE MONEY

Oowrum

CoVERS

32

111 Jack Merry's Grit; pr, Making a Man of Himself.
112 A Golden Shower; or, The Boy Banker ~ Wall Street.
113 Making a Record; or, The Luck of a Working Boy.

PAGES

PRICE

5 CENTtJ

116 Ben Bassford's Luck; or, Working on Wall Street Tips,
117 A Young Gold King; or, The Treasure of the Secret
Caves.
/,

118 Bound to Get Rich; or, How a Wall St.reet Boy Made
Money.
115 Stranded Out West; or, The Boy Who Found a Silver 119 Friendless Frank; or, The Boy Who Became Famous.
Mine.
120 A $30,000 Tip; or, The Young Weazel of Wall Street.

114 A Fight for Money; or, From School to Wall Street.
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"
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.~ LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

A

,f eekly :Magazine containing· Stories of the American Revolution.
By HARRY MOORE.

These stories are based on actual facts and give a faithful account of the exciting adventures of a brave band of American youths who we;e always ready and willing to imperil their lives for the sake of helping along the gallant cause of
Independence. Every number will consist of 32 large pages of reading matter, bound in a beautiful colored cover.
340 The Liberty Boys on Long Island; or, Repulsing the Whaleboat Raiders.
341 The Liberty Boys' Secret Enemy ; or, Exposing the Gunpowder
Plot .
342 The Liberty Boys on the Firing Line; or, Chasing the Uoy-al
Greens.
343 The Liberty Boys and Sergeant J aspe r ; or, The Engagement at
Char leston Harbor.
344 The Liberty Boys With i\Iercer's Riflemen; or, Ilolding the Redcoats at Day.
345 The Liberty Boys After Logan; or, The Raid of tile i\Iingo Ind ians.
•
346 The Liberty Boys on Special Duty; or, Out With .i\Iarion's Swamp
Foxes.
,.,
347 The Libe rty Boys and the French Spy; or, The Battle of Hobkirk's Hill.
348 The Liberty Boys at Reedy Fork; or, Keeping the British Puzzled . .
349 The Liberty Boys and "Captain Jack" ; or, Learning the Enemy's
Plans,
350 Tb e Libe r ty Roys at Raskin"' Ridge: or. 'rhc Loss of General L ee.
351 The Liberty Boys Holding cfuintan's B ridge; or, Repulsing Rang·
crs and Regu lars.
33~23 The Liberty Boys o n Barren Hill : or, Fight ing with Lafayette
u
The Liberty Boy3 Under Fire: or. 'l'he "Rebe l"' Girl of Carn iina.
Fierce Charge; or, Dt·iving Out the Tories.
354 The Liberty Beys' Hard Times; or, The 1Iassacre of Buford·s
Bidden F'oe ; or, Wor1<iqg in the Dark .
c
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Boys and the lllad Provost; or, Caught in the R eign
UC ; or,
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319

'l'he Liberty lloys' Gallant :;cand: 0 1·. Hounding up the Redcoats.
Th e Liberty iloys Outflanked; or, The Hattie of Fort i\liffiln.
'.l'he Liberty iloys' Hot l•' ight: or, Cutr,ng Th e ir Way to Freedom .
Th e Libe rty iloys' Night Attack; or, Fighting the Johnson
Greens.
n·he Liberty Boys and Brave Jane M'Crea; or, After tile Spy of
Hubbardton.
The Liberty Boys at Wetzell's Mill: or, Cbeated by the British.
The Liberty Boys With Daniel Boone; or, The Battle of Blue
Licks·
The Liberty Boys' Girl Allies; or, The Patriot Sisters of '76.
'l'he Liberty Boys' Hot Rally; or, Chani;ing Defeat into Victory.
'l'he Liberty Boys Disappointed; or, Houted by the Redcoats.
'l'he Liberty Boys· Narrow Escape; or, Getting out of ;-;ew York.
'l'he Liberty iloys at Sag Harbor; or, The Liveliest Day on Record.
'.l'he Liberty Boys in Danger; or, Warned in the Nick of Time.
The Liberty Boys' Failure; or, Trying to Catch a Traitor.
'l'he Liberty iloys at Fort Herkimer; or, Out Against the Redskins.
·
The Liberty Boys' Dark Day; or, In the ~' ace of Defeat.
'l'h:h~J~e'i'Ja~oys at Quaker Hill; or, Lively 'l'imes in Little

320 The Libe rty Boys'
321 The Liberty Boys'
322 'l'lle Liberty B
'
th in g.
oys

323 The~•aV~berty Boys' Combination; or, Out Wi th Three Great Gen324 The Liberty Boys at Sunbury: or. A Hard Tilow to Rear.
325 The Liberty Boys in ll:lanhattan; or, K eeping Their Eyes on Sir
Henry.
326 'l'he Liberty Boys' Defence; or, The Light on Bottle riill.
32 7 'l'he Liberty n oys after Simon Girty: 01·. Chasing a [{euegade.
328 Th e Liue r ty J: oys Wi th Genera l Stark; or, Helping t he Green
i\lountain Boys.
329 Th e Liberty Uoys at Kingston; or, '.l'he Thlan with the Silver
Bullet,
330 The Liberty Boys' Best Effort; or, Winning a Stubborn Fight.
331 The Libe rty Boys at Fort Clinton; or, Fighting on Land and
\Yater.
332 '.l'he Liberty Boys on the Ohio; or, After the nedskins.
333 The Liberty Boys' Double Rescue; or. After t h e 'l'ory Kidnappe rs.
334 The L iberty Boys' Silent l\larch; or, The Retreat from l'iconderoga.
335 Th e Liberty Boys Fighting Ferguson; or, Leagued With Strange
Allies.
336 Th e Liberty Boys and the Seven Scouts: or. Driving Out the
Skinners.
337 l'he Liberty Boys' Wi'" ning Volley; or, Fighting Along the Mohawk.
338 The Liberty Boys and the Hessian Giant; or, The Battle of Lake
Champlain.
339 Th <i Liberty Boys' Midnight Sortie; or, Within an Inch of Capture.
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Th e Liberty Ro:vs· Crack Shots : or, The C'aptnre of Philadelphia.
'l'b e Liberty Do:vs' Gun Squad: or, TTot \York oa tbe Hills.
The Liberty Roys' War 'frail: or . Hunting Down the Redskins.
Tbe Liber ty Doys and Captain Talbot: or. Th e l<'ire Brig of the
Ilud son.
'.l'h e Liberty Boys in Winte r Quarters; or. Skirmishing in the
Snow.
Th'e Liberty B oys and the "'.l'error"; or, The i\lasked Spy of
Flnrlem Ileights.
ThJ ;.Jberty Boys on the Rapid Anna: or, The Fight at Raccoon
0
The Liherty P.oys' Fierce rretreat: or. Driven Out of ~Ianhattan,
The Libci·ty Boys wi th Hand's Ritlemen; or, The F ight of the
H essians.
The Liberty Doys at Tanant's Tave rn: or. Surp rised by Tarleton.
The T,ibe rty Boys· Drum Bent: o r. Calling Out the Patriots.
The I ,iberty Boys in a Tight Place; or, Diel, Slater's Lucky
Shot.
'fhe Liberty Roys Settling Old Scores ; or, The Capture of Genern l Prescott.
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